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Yes, years...
but if you think about it,

collectively our team has

We Listen. We Understand. We Deliver.www.eyelight.com    519.743.2600

23 years. Over 10,000 jobs. Over 500 companies. Eyelight is a full-service marketing agency that provides dynamic creative solutions for 
companies in Waterloo Region. Our extensive experience allows us to develop and execute all types of initiatives while our size enables 
us to provide detailed, personalized service throughout every stage of a project. Core services includes advertising, branding & strategy, 
direct marketing, media, merchandising, packaging design, promotions, public relations and web & digital solutions. Ask our clients and 
learn first hand why they keep coming back.

that’s a lot
of experience!

Debbie loves a creative
challenge and works hard
with her team to make
our clients look great.

She has a passion
for design... and shoes!
(don’t ask her how many

pairs she has!)

Those shoes have taken her

to the doors of 500 clients...

It’s hard to believe
it’s been 23 years!

Ron thinks 
‘big thoughts’.
He’s our visionary 
always planning 

10 years ahead.

 He’s passionate about

processes – they outnumber

Debbie’s shoes!

...while Ron stays back
 to mind the shop.

without our valued clients,and we couldn’t have done it

trusted suppliers and our

incredibly talented staff!

a Huge Thank-You!

91 years of Client Services

58 years in Operations

29 years of Web Design

106 years Designing
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3131 KING STREET EAST, KITCHENER 519 748-9668 | www.heffner.ca
THE OFFICIAL WATERLOO-WELLINGTON COUNTY LEXUS DEALER

*2009 IS250, BK262MA suffix package starting from $33,050. Freight $1895, $100 air tax, $75 gas tax, license, insurance, registration, applicable taxes and fees are extra. Dealer may sell for less.

IST H E S P E E D A N D P O W E R  M A K E I T A N I S .
B U T T H E L U X U R Y  A N D  C R A F T M A N S H I P M A K E I T A L E X U S .

2009 IS 250 FROM$33,050*
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Call today for a free estimate: 1-888-623-0623 ext. 1
Enterprise Internet  Network Connectivity Back-up & Data Storage  Professional Support a t r i a n e t w o r k s . c o m

Investing in copper can only take you so far. With Atria’s fibre-optic 
network and services, you are assured of fast, secure, dependable data 
services: to reduce downtime and improve productivity.
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In our current econ-
omy of upheaval, it
has become a habit
for all of us to check
for signs and por-
tents on a daily basis.
We watch every
twitch of the stock
market; we listen for
news from big busi-
ness, try to figure out
if it’s good or bad,
and why it usually
sounds like both.

But perhaps there is another monitoring
methodology that can give us genuine
reason for hope. People – community
leaders, entrepreneurs, innovators – may
be the best reason for us to look to the fu-
ture with optimism.
We highlight several in this magazine.
You’ll read about Ginny Dybenko, the
high-energy Dean of Business at Wilfrid
Laurier. Her enthusiasm and vision are
contagious – and thousands of students
are being infected. Through WLU grads,
Dybenko will make a huge, positive differ-
ence on the Canadian and the interna-
tional scene for years to come.
You’ll read the predictions of Tom Jenkins,
who believes Canada has an opportunity
to lead the world on the next generation
of Web interactivity. He helped organize
Canada 3.0, and spoke frankly with Ex-
change about the opportunities – and the
need for quick and precise action to seize
those opportunities.
You’ll meet Hugh Thompson, who has
found a unique way to combine entrepre-
neurial passion and artistic creativity. He’s
President of Cambridge Towel; he’s also
an internationally acknowledged artist.
And in his spare time, he’s bringing his vi-
sion to Cambridge’s University of Water-
loo School of Architecture.
These three people – and many more you
meet, issue by issue in Exchange – em-
body powerful reasons for hope. Here lies
the real, solid future, not in the twitches of
the market or the interest rate.

ECONOMIC
HOPE WITH A
HEARTBEAT
Meet some living, breathing, reasons
for optimism

PAUL KNOWLES is editor of
Exchange Magazine. He is an
author and public speaker.
email: paul.knowles@
exchangemagazine.com
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LET’S GET GOING
I’ve written about it before, I’ll write about it again

JON ROHR is publisher of
Exchange Magazine for
Business, editor of ex-
changemagazine online and
president of Exchange Busi-
ness Communications Inc.
email: jon.rohr@
exchangemagazine.com

by JON ROHR Let’s consider a scenario: a growing business, hit by
the slowdown, feels it’s in some kind of emerging vor-
tex. This business doesn’t hold a candle to the bright
lights of its closest competitor, but it has plenty of
opportunity, and must be nimble when the economic
wave starts to build. If this company is fueled by a desire
to grow and wants to harness the momentum of the

vortex, what should it do? Answer: continue doing what
it’s doing, and make certain it has capacity to capture all
the growth that will undoubtedly come its way. Loosely
translated, “plan for growth, not later – now!” Acquire
ROI equity, gather what you need, fill the stations or
know who to put there. Get ready and prepare to take
your reason for working and living to the next level.

By no means do I think I can predict the future. But I
can recall the past. Anytime now, perhaps next month,
perhaps in a year, the economy will break out of its dol-
drums, and when it does, another wave will build.

If you’re a entrepreneur, with an interest in riding
the next big wave, make like a good boy scout, and be
prepared.

So how do you prepare? First off, ensure that the sys-
tems are in place to grow, and quickly. Forgive my
straightforwardness but I can’t think of anything more
important than believing a rebound is occurring and you
still have it in you to go after your dream.

Currently we’re surfing in flat water, bobbing, pad-
dling, most likely exerting too much energy. There’s
calm in the air and calm in the water, calm has no ener-

PUBLISHER’S NOTE

8 | w w w . e x c h a n g e m a g a z i n e . c o m

gy, but we’re looking for the next surge. Catch the
wave. If you don't want too, veer off to the side and let
the stronger take it; but if you’re up to it – ride the hell
out of it. (Note to readers: this was written in July,
please forgive the summer beach surf metaphors.)

And remember the next wave will be as unique as
the last.

What’s different this time round? They’re emerging
all around us. You’ll read about them in the next 16
issues of Exchange, and most likely they’ve been writ-
ten about in the last 16 issues.

What’s different? A lot – new phenomena are emerg-
ing in fundamentals like communications, assistive
technologies, sustainability and enhancing productivity.
Never take these areas for granted. If you’re not up to
speed, get there.

We’re in a global market place, symbolism is huge,
universal communication is extremely important. The
consumer is voicing their concern in a number of areas.
They are willing to pay for what they believe is the right
or better proposition.

Those companies looking up at their closest com-
petitor, and wondering what to do, should look around
instead. Large companies are burning bridges with
everyone, and they are primed for dismantling.

Timing is all important, seeing the new economy build
is paramount. As they say in surfing first on the wave,
commands the wave, but if you’re not ready, and miss
your chance, you’ll have to veer off – and that has cost.X

I can’t think of anything more important than believing a rebound
is occurring and you still have it in you to go after your dream.
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Over 30 free phone system features are included with your pbx system.

Install a Fibernetics Digital PBX Phone System 
and never pay for business phone lines again.

The home of free business phone lines. 

Call 519-804-1333 or 1-877-406-1333
Visit www.fibernetics.ca/free for more information.

Proud member of 

From the cost of business phone lines!
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BUSINESS MONITOR

Aseminal meeting designed to helpCanada define the country’s digital
strategy took place in Stratford, earlier
this year. Canada 3.0 (named for the
Web 3.0 applications) was held in
Stratford, a combined effort of the Uni-
versity of Waterloo, Communitech and
Open Text.
The conference – which attracted
more than 1,000 people – brought to-
gether representatives of academics,
business and government.
Opening remarks came from Tom
Jenkins, Chair and Chief Strategy Offi-
cer of Open Text. He noted that the
event was intended to help develop a
vision for Canada’s digital future,
“where we can meet and discuss with
each other... solidify our position, that
is already in the global digital economy.
It’s a one of a kind opportunity to
shape the strategy of our future.”
During Canada 3.0, Jenkins talked
with Exchange Publisher Jon Rohr:

Exchange: Why Canada 3.0?
Tom Jenkins: Getting Canada more in-
volved in the digital economy has been
a passion for me because I travel
around the world and I see what others
are doing. I worry about my own coun-
try, and what my children will be doing.
There are some critical areas in which
we are falling behind. And hopefully
this conference will talk about, in de-
tail, each of the areas.

Exchange: What areas are we talking
about?
Jenkins:We define four of them. Right
away ... you have to educate people
about what all this stuff is. And so we
got into, ‘what’s the kind of educated
person we need?’Then it became clear
that you had to know a little bit about

computer science, and you had to
know about the creative arts, cause
you had to be able to do lighting and
sound, and all the stuff, and then third
you had to know how to do marketing,
because you’re an outreach channel.
So you couldn’t create a site and then
not have anybody come to it.
The second one was something called
digital shovels, or infrastructure. We
needed to make sure that everybody in
the country was connected, that they
had reasonable bandwidth, and that
the content that sits in all the libraries,
and what have you, is actually digital,
because it sort a makes sense, if
you’re going to be online, you better
have the content online. And the
dilemma there is, of course, that less
than one percent [is digitized]. We
launched a study, with Libraries and
Archives Canada, and found that in-
deed, less than one percent of all the
information in the libraries has actually
been digitized.
I was shocked by that. In fact, the na-
tional librarian, he knew it was an
issue, but he was surprised as well.
After more than a decade, only one
percent. See, in this country we have
really focused on getting everyone con-
nected, but there a second piece to
that. You can build all the pipes, but
you’ve got to pour the water into the
pipes, and so we have a big water
issue right now.
The third area was, how do you take
the research and commercialize it.
‘Cause that’s a big problem in the
country, in terms of, we do really re-
search in this country? We field some
of the best scientists in humanities,
professors and what have you, but a lot
of times our ideas are commercialized
by someone down south or in Europe,
and we as a country have not had a
good record of taking those ideas and
commercializing them. Now, Waterloo
Region is very unique in the country in
that regard. It’s figured it out whatever
that secret sauce or the water in Wa-
terloo... a lot of people in Waterloo
study Waterloo now. It’s wrapped up in
the collaboration, the co-op learning,
there’s a little bit of everything there,
and so one of the challenges and one
of the workshops here is, “how do we
get this right”.
And the the fourth area we identified
as a key success factor is was just the
impact of mobility. Yes, we had all this
rich media going on, we had all these
other things, the next wave that I refer
to as Web 3.0, is the Blackberry. The
Blackberry will now morph, the iphone
will now morph, Samsung will morph
and they will become computers in our
hand.
As that starts to happen. all of the
media and the interaction, telepres-

ence and what have you, it goes
through another change, again,
because then you start to com-
bine it with maps and gps. Busi-
nesses can flight you while you
walk by, there are a lot of differ-
ent activity things.

Exchange: Is there more than
“everyone connecting from
everywhere?”
Jenkins: Our discussion about
connectivity, our discussion
about getting the content up – if
we get all of that Canadian con-
tent online digitally, just look what busi-
ness and creative people will do with
them. Canadians have authored about
two million original works, all the re-
search manuscripts, all the theses –
there’s just an enormous corpus which
constitutes “Canada not on line” – it’s
not online.

Exchange: What about new content?
Jenkins: New content is not an issue,
new content by its nature is digital, so
it’s not where the problem is.The prob-
lem is that the new content is a small
amount is compared to the centuries
of information that’s built up in
Canada. So there’s a catch-up we need
to do. If we don’t catch up, we will grav-
itate to content fromAmerica, and con-
tent from Europe, and we will lose
Canadian identity. It goes pretty deep.

Exchange: Is 3.0 just about mobility?
Jenkins: The more globally under-
stood term for 3.0 is what is called the
“semantic web”.And the semantic web
is where it’s a more predictive web, it
starts to have more artificial intelli-
gence in it. Personally, we’re a little off
on that, I think that will take a little bit
more time. I’ve spent a long time in this
area of predictive search, of being able
to effectively read people’s minds, and
what have you. We will get there, but
we’re not there.What is absolutely im-
mediate is mobility, so I’ve tried to chal-
lenge the industry a little bit, over the
last year to say 3.0 probably going to
be mobility before it’s semantic web.

Exchange: Is there a country that is a
leader in the semantic web?
Jenkins: No, there’s no leader. If we
wanted to play a big role in the seman-
tic web, you know what we need first?
We need to get the librarians on line,
you got to put the library online, and
that’s our challenge.
That’s why the national librarian is
doing the key note tomorrow (the sec-
ond day of Canada 3.0). He’s going to
talk about that. Because if we want to
be leaders in the semantic web, it’s all
about the next era of the Dewey Deci-

mal System. But to do the Dewey Dec-
imal System, you have to have the con-
tent up online, so it creates the issue
that the librarians will solve.
Where do you think we got a librarian
system in the first place? Think of sev-
enteenth century, eighteen century
monks, and the Renaissance – as you
get more and more books in a library,
you’ve got to organize the books, so
then you start to organize by author, al-
phabetically, title, what have you – that
stuff all evolved because there was a
need. We will not have the semantic
Web until we have all of society’s con-
tent on.
Now if the Americans do it sooner
than we do, they’re going to be the
leader. If we do it before the Americans
do, we’ll be the leaders. Why is Black-
berry a leader in handheld? Because
we did it before they did.

Exchange:What is the semantic web?
Jenkins: I have been doing what’s
called concept based searching for 15
years., where we analyze everything
that you have searched before and
from that, infer relevance, and so we
start to narrow. Say you search for the
word transmission, during the day
you’re a doctor, and you’re working on
transmission of diseases, but in the
evening, you’re a Harley Davidson guy,
so now transmission has a completely
different meaning, based on context.
And that’s the beginnings of the se-
mantic web.We’ve been working in this
for 15 years.

Exchange: Like itunes Genius?
Jenkins: itunes Genius is actually a
very restrictive problem set. When we
go to build semantic web... [Open Text]
makes software for millions and mil-
lions of applications all throughout the
world. The software, we’re not there yet
... it’s a huge challenge, but that’s
what’s going on inWaterloo.That’s what
the researchers in Waterloo are work-
ing on. They’re working on cutting edge
problems. That’s until we start invent-
ing the 4.0, but the 3.0 level, that’s sort
of where most people think we’re going
to get to.

CANADA 3.0: GETTING WATER FOR THE DIGITAL PIPELINE
An exclusive interview with Tom Jenkins
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New Research Chair to Develop Better Ways of Designing Automobiles

BUSINESS MONITOR

S E P T E M B E R 2 0 0 9 | 11

Aresearcher at the University of Waterloo has been awarded $1 million to work
with software and automotive partners on a better way to design cars. John

McPhee, executive director of the Waterloo Centre for Automotive Research (Wat-
CAR), has been named NSERC/Toyota/Maplesoft Industrial Research Chair in
Mathematics-Based Modelling and Design. Over the next five years, he will work
with software developers at Maplesoft and engineers at Toyota on a faster, and thus
better, approach to designing automobiles.

As chair holder, McPhee will
collaborate with computer ex-
perts at Maplesoft and engi-
neers at Toyota to develop
math-based models and
computer simulations, with a
focus on automotive applica-
tions such as vehicle dynam-
ics, mechatronic powertrains
and hybrid electric vehicles.
They will develop special
model-reduction methods to
run computer simulations
more quickly, which is crucial
to designing on-board com-
puters that control everything

from the engine performance to the vehicle stability.
NSERC is is providing $1-million over the next five years to establish the Chair.
As industry partners, Toyota is contributing two Lexus vehicles and time and en-

gineering expertise, while Maplesoft will provide its new MapleSim modelling and
simulation software, and dedicated math experts.
UW President David Johnston was asked,“What is NSERC/ Toyota/ Maplesoft In-

dustrial Research Chair the start of?”
Johnston: “This is Waterloo Region at its best... here you have a spin-off company

out of the University of Waterloo... MapleSoft... combined with Toyota Motor Man-
ufacturing... and fund-
ing from the National
Research Council of
Canada, which brings
together our research
into a better designed
automobile, and more
applications for Maple-
Soft. It’s a wonderful
metaphor for the 21st
Century and it’s a won-
derful explanation of
what’s going on here in
the Waterloo Region.”
Suzanne Fortier, Presi-

dent, NSERC, was
asked, “What does
NSERC hope to gain?”
Fortier: “We’re trying to

get researchers to-
gether with industrial
partners so that they can actually exploit their research results. What we have
here is very much a win-win situation.We have two extremely interesting partners
– Toyota Manufacturing, who will be able to apply their research results to the ac-
tual design of their vehicles; and Maplesoft, which develops and sells software...
It’s a very interesting collaboration.Toyota... is providing the site where researchers
are going to be able to test the research results. It’s a hugely successful partner-
ship, not just for Canada but in terms for introducing or improving the global com-
petitiveness of these companies.”
Ray Tanguay, President of Toyota Motors Canada, and Executive Vice president of

TMC North America was asked, “What does this mean for Toyota?”
Tanguay: “First, this is great opportunity to put the University of Waterloo on a

global scene. When I see the minutes at Toyota, and they mention the University
of Waterloo and Maplesoft – to me that brings a local company to a global scene.
For us, it’s all about speed and effectiveness. In the next 20 years the product tech-
nology... is getting a lot more complex. There are a lot more environmental re-
quirements, and we have to improve the total efficiency of those vehicles, at the
same time reducing cost, and where it was typically a five year cycle, in the future
that will probably have to be much faster. So then we have to speed up the way
we introduce new technology and new ideas.

“For us it’s linking the tech-
nical center, and the manu-
facturing of Toyota... The
technical center in Ann Arbor
is very closely connected
with the research in Japan.
In fact, we have a technical
center in the Toyota city, Hi-
gashi-Fuji Japan. They were
here two weeks ago, trying
to understand the scope of
this project.”
Jim Cooper, CEO of Maple-

soft, was asked, “How has it
changed things?”
Cooper: “We’ve been work-

ing with Toyota for the last three years...We see this as just a normal, natural pro-
gression. It definitely expands the areas we’ve been too. John McPhee has brought
together a great group of grad students, doing research in a lot of different areas.
That will allow the research to be applied to more areas of both auto design and
outside of the auto industry... Definitely, modeling in the auto domain is very very
important, within the auto industry and other industries.”
John McPhee, Industrial Research Chair, was asked, “What this mean?”
McPhee: “I will be doing a lot less administration and a lot more research. Wat-

car is an important center on campus. Before we created Watcar, six or seven
years ago, car companies would come
here, if they had a problem to solve, [but]
they couldn’t find the right person to solve
it. So we started Watcar... to connect the
car company or supplier with the right re-
searcher on campus who can help them
with their problems. We now have over
100 profs in the automotive related work.
So we’ve grown quite a lot, we’re now
doing tens of millions of dollars of R&D
each year through Watcar.
“I took over... about three years ago. My

term ended on July 1, which is great tim-
ing, because now I’m starting this Indus-
trial Research Share Program which will
be full time research and development
with my team. This industrial research
share program only involves Toyota,
Maplesoft and the University of Waterloo...
Where Toyota goes, people tend to follow. The other car companies typically keep
a close eye on what Toyota does and often follow what they think are successful
moves by Toyota. So, Toyota has embraced model based development, the whole
idea of using modeling to create a car faster, to speed up their design process.
We’re going to see other companies doing the same thing. Maplesoft is going to
be commercializing new software as a result of this industrial research share pro-
gram, they’ll sell that software to anybody, not just Toyota.”

• Investment in non-residential build-
ing construction in Canada
amounted to $10.6 billion in Q2,
2009, down 2.8% from Q1, the sec-
ond consecutive quarterly decrease.

• According to the UN’s Food and Agri-
culture Organization, world food
prices peaked in the middle of
2008. In the 12 months since then,
they've fallen dramatically.

• Canada’s exports will remain hobbled
by a sluggish world economy until the
latter half of 2010, according to Ex-
port Development Canada. Canadian
exports will tumble by 21% in 2009
and activity levels will remain low in
2010, as growth will be 6.6%.

• Equifax Canada says that Canadians

continue to fall behind on their credit
payments. The average delinquency
rate for Canada rose by approxi-
mately 19% over a one-year span
from May 31, 2008 to May 31,
2009. Over a half a million Canadi-
ans are now more than 90 days be-
hind on their credit payments.

• Just over 1,066,000 students were
enrolled in Canadian universities
during academic year 2007/2008,
up 0.6% from the previous academic
year. Of these 1,066,000 students,
613,600, or 57.5%, were women
and 452,600, or 42.4%, were men.
The proportion of women, slightly
lower than the past years, was simi-
lar to 2002/2003.

XQuarterly – www. xquarterly.ca
Ray Tanguay and Suzanne Fortier

John McPhee

Jim Cooper

Jim Cooper (back) with David Johnson

X
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“We’re so inundated by people who have been displaced by work, wanting to up-
grade their skills” says Anne Ramsay, Executive Director of Project Read Literacy

Network Waterloo-Wellington.“I’m actually very worried about the technological di-
vide.”
Ramsay is highlighting her concern for literacy.And in today’s economy, the emerg-

ing 3.0 economy, using computers, “even to write the shorthand that people write
in text messages – you have to be able to read and write first, to understand the let-
ters that make up the little short half words.”
The fact remains that computers are still based on text, and reading and under-

standing text – letter text or numerical text – still has a big place to play in the new
economy, perhaps more so than ever before.“Literacy, in my mind, is your ability to
function independently and to communicate, to both be understood and to under-
stand the world. It’s well beyond the three r’s... Sometimes people say, well every-
body can do reading writing and math; they can to a limited degree and that’s the
issue, but also it’s well beyond the three r’s.”
Ramsay cites problem solving, critical thinking, teamwork, speaking, listening, pre-

sentations, understanding and preparing graphs, charts, computer diagrams, blue
prints – all as additional needs of the contemporary citizen. She explains that liter-
acy involves continuous learning: “do you understand that you’ll have to do contin-
uous learning all through your work life, working with others, innovation, creativity,
initiative - all those are actually literacy skills.”
Perhaps you never have to deal with print on its own, but she points out, “It’s al-

ways in relation to something. You have to be able to do reading, writing, math but
in relation to these other things.”
Her argument for increasing liter-
acy is building momentum in On-
tario.
In early July, the government of

Ontario announced that it was ex-
panding literacy and basic skills
programs in Waterloo Region and
across the province. Locally,
$650,046 across seven organiza-
tions will be providing expanded
literacy training.
“When I say that 24% of Water-

loo Region, or 1 in 4, are at the
lowest level of literacy, I’m not talk-
ing about people who totally illiter-
ate or lacking in literacy. Luckily
enough, in my 20 years of literacy,
I’ve only met a handful of people
who I would say, ‘they’re illiterate,
they can’t write their name or their

address’ ... I’m really talking about people who have very limited literacy skills, so
they might do point form messages, might be able to read basic news articles, but
not a full text document.The health and safety information in the new manual in the
workplace, they wouldn’t be able to deal with, they wouldn’t be able to fill out med-
ical forms, job applications, The EI application form that’s completely online, they
would struggle with doing that, So they have enough skills to get along in a very lim-
ited way in everyday life but not enough to deal with the new economy, the new re-
ality of the work place.”
Across Ontario, literacy is a ongoing issue. In late March, Finance Minister Dwight

Duncan earmarked $90 million for literacy and basic skills training in the Ontario
Budget. Lesley Brown, Executive Director of the Ontario Literacy Coalition stated,
"This substantial investment is a recognition of the pivotal role literacy and basic
skills play in rebuilding our economy.” The funding falls under the guidance of Min-
ister of Colleges and Universities, local MP John Milloy. Brown indicated that "The OLC
looks forward to working with Minister Milloy to determine the best means to roll out
this investment."
At the same time, Elementary Teachers Federation of Ontario President David Clegg

claimed that “mixed messages for the future of education in Ontario were been
sent...Additional funding outside the Grants for Students Needs (GSN) is narrowly
focused on boosting EQAO (Education Quality and Accountability Office) standard-
ized test scores rather than supporting a more balanced curriculum for elementary
students."
The release stated that “Non-GSN funding in the budget is targeted to literacy and

numeracy programs.”
Literacy and numeracy skills are the focus of EQAO testing in Ontario schools.

Clegg claimed, "The McGuinty government refuses to make a commitment to close
the gap in funding between elementary and secondary students, yet makes a com-

mitment to spend millions of dollars on initiatives that provide questionable bene-
fits for student learning...The millions of dollars earmarked for these initiatives would
be better spent supporting students and teachers in the classroom.".
Ramsay, however, highlights a potential urgency to support the new funding model

rather than cater to a traditional funding approach that has been shown to margin-
alize all students, in an effort to pass everyone. “To get into the creativity economy,
the new one touted by Richard Florida and our Ontario Government, you’re going to
need those innovations, critical thinking, problem solving, all that kind of stuff, all
those literacy skills. It’s the absolute foundation ... So I think the gaps getting larger.
“We as educators have to find out and what we can do.”The new upgrading is “to-

tally tailored to an individual’s goal, it’s not like regular school where I have to take
all of level one, and then all of level two, and then all of level three – it’s very much,
‘what’s the job you want, what skills training are you going to have to afterwards,
what’s your individual goal’... and let’s design a program for that purpose.”
Project Read is a network, or umbrella organization of all the upgrading programs

– “Conestoga College, St. Louis at the Catholic Board,Waterloo Region District School
Board Adult Literacy program, and then the literacy group in Waterloo Region, those
are our primary members, but we also have about 25 other agencies that we pro-
vide employment, ESL, Libraries, who are also concerned with the adult illiteracy rate
that we work with,” says Ramsay.

LITERACY KEY IN THE NEW ECONOMY
BUSINESS MONITOR

Anne Ramsay -Project Read

CLEARING UP THE LITERACY DEBATE
• Low literacy is NOT illiteracy or the absence of reading, writing and math,

but instead, rather limited skills.
• “Literacy skills” include reading, writing, math, as well as using charts and

graphs, teamwork, speaking and listening, problem solving, critical thinking
and innovation, using computers, continuous learning.

• These skills are the foundation for participation in the new “Creative Econ-
omy” as lauded by the provincial government (Rotman School of Business
and Richard Florida).

• Most adults who attend upgrading or Literacy and Basic Skills programs
have some reading, writing, and math skills, but their skills are just not
strong enough to access a higher level job or a job demanding higher skills.
Most jobs have been “upskilled” over the past several years.

• Many of the adults that we work with have their Grade 12 diploma. Com-
pleting high school is not a guarantee of current skill levels, just an indica-
tor. The longer someone is out of school, the more those skills will have
become “rusty” and in need of upgrading. Literacy skills are subject to the
“use it or lose it” syndrome. The workplace is one of the best places to use
and improve skills. In June 2009, 273 people were waiting to get into adult
upgrading programs in Waterloo-Wellington – we are overwhelmed with the
demand for educational skills assessments and upgrading programs.

• It is no coincidence that 23% of workers in Ontario in don’t feel they have
the necessary literacy skills to secure a new job (new Ipsos Reid Survey re-
sults from ABC Canada).

• Among the unemployed, those with the most serious literacy barriers only
had a 50% chance of finding a job, even after 52 weeks of unemployment.

• Between April 2008 and March 2009, 1883 adults attended Literacy and
Basic Skills programs (LBS), including 1098 females and 785 males, most
between the ages of 19 and 64, most at LBS levels 1 to 3. This produced
196,340 hours of student contact (assessment and training); 64% of those
adults went on to employment or further education and training. There was
a 17% increase in total numbers over the previous year (2007-2008 year
end stats), a 61% increase in the number of EI clients attending LBS pro-
grams over last year, and 18.5% increase in OW clients over last year, a
34.5% increase in number of adults upgrading in LBS level 3 compared to
2007-2008 and a 56% increase in number of adults upgrading at the high-
est levels (LBS 4 & 5 & OBS).

• LBS programs provide vital preparatory pathways for adults wanting to enter
apprenticeship, post-secondary and employment. (LBS providers in Water-
loo Region: Project READ, Literacy Network (regional literacy network), The
Literacy Group of Waterloo Region, Conestoga College,WRDSB and St. Louis
of WCDSB.

• By 2014 most jobs will require post-secondary or specific training; up-
skilling of all jobs is happening now and we must help workers prepare.

• Training Board of Waterloo, Wellington, Dufferin reported a significant edu-
cational attainment gap in Waterloo Region which coincides with our low lit-
eracy rates - Project Read X

X
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HABITAT FOR HUMANITY – FROM SAWDUST TO SPARKLES - WOMEN BUILD 2009

XQuote
“This is coming in waves... [It] started as a financial crisis in the developed
world, then went to the real economy in the developed world.Then it went to the
real economy in the developing world.And then it goes back to the financial sec-
tor...When I focus on risk now, I’m focusing on some of the ones that could af-
fect growth: the protectionism, the banking system, what I call the X factor – the
one you never see coming, which could be influenza.”

- World Bank President Robert Zoellick

S E P T E M B E R 2 0 0 9 | 13

Dianne Stickney - HFHWR Chair of Fund Development and Realtor, with Peak Realty, Cristina
Vanin - HFHWR Board Chair and Professor, St. Jerome's University) Behind: (left to right, pink
shirts except Redman), Joan Fisk, Robin Todd, Habiba Mohamud (HFHWR partner family), Hawa
Hirbe(HFHWR partner family), Dilber Sallih(HFHWR partner family), Julia Dumanian, Bernadette
Lichty (one of families' friends helping them with sweat equity hours), Anne Derry, Leanne Jeffries
(HFHWR partner family), Elizabeth Witmer, Karen Redman (in white), Rosemary Pell, Rosemary
Smith, Christina Haddad. Hidden in above photo but in the foreground photo are Mary Dalton,
Carla Ladd, Daiene Vernile, Christina Weylie, Moira Taylor and Heidi Balsillie.

In the spirit of “yes we can”, Habitat for Humanity Waterloo Region championeda focus on “can and will” with their launch of the 2009 Women Build Event –
“From Sawdust to Sparkles”.This event launched HFHWR’s firstWomen Build proj-
ect since 2000, geared to encourage women to come out to the build site and
take an active role in increasing Waterloo Region’s supply of decent, affordable
housing.
The local affiliate, Women Build in 2000, was the first one in Canada, says
Cristina Vanin, Habitat for Humanity 2009 Women Build co-chair and HFHWR’s
Board Chair.This year’s event had “a slightly different focus”, than the 2000 build.
In 2000,“All of the workers, all the volunteers,managers, crew leaders and trades
people were women.” This is what Habitat “calls a ‘pure women’ build,” added
Ken Freeman, Executive Director.
That same build attracted a number of new faces to Habitat for Humanity which
included Cristina Vanin’s introduction to the Habitat community.After two years as
a volunteer, Vanin joined the board and eight years later, she became chair. The
2009 event is referred to as a “Women Build Event” which means it’s open not just
to women for the whole build. There were certain days where just women would
build, but there were other days where there were women and men building to-
gether. “There were some tradespeople and our site manager is male, so there
were some males on site.”
The July 6th Women Build launch included a host of women leaders from the
community, including Jacqueline Armstrong-Gates, Rosemary Pel, Heidi Balsillie,
Rosemary Smith, Moira Taylor, Mary D’Alton, Robin Todd, Julia Dumanian, Diane
Vernile, Joan Fisk, Christina Weylie, Carla Ladd, and Elizabeth Witmer, amongst
others.
‘Purity’ or not, the build was an exciting venture for the organization. “It’s our way
as a board of taking leadership” says event co-chair Dianne Stickney. “The fe-
males on the board” decided they wanted to play a lead role with this event and
so they came together as a group and labeled it a “task force. “
“They are a force,” states Freeman.

The build took place in early July, at 170 Cherry Street, Kitchener. Habitat has
been building there since Spring of 2006. It’s a condominium and townhouse
unit; this year’s Women Build was responsible for one of the 19 units, and repre-
sents the third last unit to be built. Remaining units are scheduled for completion
this fall.
The unique event was well attended by women from all sectors. “Interest in in-
volvement from the women in the community has been extraordinary,” added Free-
man, who would like a women’s build event every year. “Teams are really showing
what they can do”, he adds as well as stating that this group was a week ahead
of schedule, which is great for any build.
In addition to the Women Build, the event marked the launch of HFHWR’s new
“online sponsor-a-builder” campaign, found at www.helphabitatbuild.ca. It’s the
first foray into online fundraising based on a familiar model – the walk or work-a-
thon. The program asks for participants to secure sponsorship to work on a Habi-
tat for Humanity house, and to allow contributions to help pay for homes. Those
that may find it hard to attend builds are asked to help. The approach is overdue,
says Freeman, and will provide further help and permit those unable to build to
participate.X
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Ginny Dybenko, Dean of the Wilfrid Laurier School of Business

“This will be the true turning point
in the knowledge economy. If you’re
not part of the knowledge economy
at this stage, you’re simply not
going to survive.”
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Ginny Dybenko kicks the stuffing out of stereotypes.

Her official title is “Dean of the Wilfrid Laurier School of Business and Economics.” That kind of ver-
biage carries a tonne of linguistic freight... but you can take all of your expectations and toss them.

Because Dybenko is many things, and a lot of them are surprising.
As an academic dean, for instance, you would expect her to be an academic... and she is, to a certain

extent. She holds a BA in math from Western and a Masters in that discipline from the University of
Waterloo. But she has no PhD, and admits that she was surprised to even be considered for the position
of Dean of the Laurier school. But here she is.

Her academics are solid, but her business career was brilliant, and that’s a big part of the reason she
has the corner office. She worked for 25 years for Bell – and again, toss the stereotypes, because she
describes her work as President and CEO Bell Advanced Communications as anything but a stuffy corpo-
rate assignment. “In Bell, I was always the entrepreneur... I was always working on the fringes.” Her divi-
sion founded and deployed “all the new technologies, from Bell’s initial ventures into the internet to inter-
active television.”

One of her proudest achievements with Bell was the creation of Canada’s Information Highway,
CA*net. She talks enthusiastically about her experiences in those fields, always pointing to the need for
networking and collaboration in developing anything of lasting value.

Focused on innovation
And that kind of vision, collaboration and accomplishment probably explain a lot about her current

role at WLU; she is Dean of a school of business and economics that is focused on innovation, develop-
ment, hands-on education, and vision.

WLU is not shy about singing her praises. Her Laurier biography includes phrases like, “Ginny’s suc-
cessful business career has been marked by the creation of innovative technological solutions for critical
business problems primarily in the telecommunications sector.” And, after her quarter-century with Bell,
“Ginny was responsible for expanding the reach and influence of a uniquely successful software firm

MEETING A
MARVELLOUS
OPPORTUNITY

Ginny Dybenko plans to make Laurier a world leader
in the knowledge economy

BY PAUL KNOWLES

MOVER & SHAKER
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PROFESSIONAL JANITORIAL
SERVICES FOR BUSINESS

Specializing in Commercial,
Industrial and Institutional facilities

Call us for all your cleaning needs:
� General Janitorial & Office Cleaning
� Carpet Cleaning
� Floor Stripping & Waxing
� Interior/Exterior Window Cleaning
� Ultrasonic Blind Cleaning
� Construction Cleanup
� Factory Cleaning
� Computer Cleaning

We will help protect
your Real Estate investment

Tel: (519) 884-9600
Waterloo, Ontario

Fax: (519) 884-8699
Toll Free: 1-800-983-6661

wwwwww..jjddiicclleeaanniinngg..ccoomm
BONDED & INSURED

Member of the Canadian Franchise Association 
and Better Business Bureau

operating around the world.”
She spent six years with that start-up,

six highly educational years since, 43
days after she took the job, the bottom
fell out of the telecommunications mar-
ket, and her challenges increased expo-
nentially. She was their match, and says
she learned a great deal about the global
marketplace in those half-dozen years.

Now, she’s responsible for expanding
the reach and influence of WLU’s School
of Business and Economics, and anyone
who spends more than two minutes with
the Dean will come away convinced that
Dybenko is more than up to the job.

She brings a commitment to innova-
tive and flexibility to her disingenuously
stuffy official title. From her time with
Bell, she knows the value of working “on
the fringe,” but she has also seen the dis-
advantages of running a large corpora-

tion with “a lot of structure, a lot of
process, a lot of attention to detail.”
These factors, she says, tend to mitigate
against creativity.

“Creativity” is huge with Dybenko. So
is networking… “A small number of dedi-
cated people can make a difference,” she
says. And she’s not talking incremental
differences, either – that statement arises
as she discusses her work with all of the
major telecommunications leaders in the
country as “we built the information
highway across Canada.”

Creative environments
She’s not big on self-promotion, but

Dybenko is what a psychologist might
call “self-aware.” She understands her
strengths. “I tend to create creative envi-
ronments wherever I go,” she says. “It’s a
replicable phenomenon. My biggest chal-
lenge now is to do that in a university.”

It’s a big challenge, but she has seized
it with both hands and a lot of enthusi-
asm.

Of course, that’s generally her
approach to life. Whatever the topic
touched on in the interview, Dybenko
responds with verve. She loves her new
school. She enjoys her new community –
she now lives in the town of New Ham-
burg. She’s proud of her children (her
daughter works for CIGI in Waterloo, her
son, for Apple). She’s crazy about her sig-
nificant other, Charlie Shaw, a former pro
hockey player who is VP of Development
for CGI. 

“I am on a mission. 
Any time I can get the ear of 

any politician, I try to get them 
to understand that they are

investing in two legs of 
what needs to be a three-

legged stool.”

Dean Dybenko insists that “a small number of dedicated people can make a difference”
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Are you 
Qualified?
Qualified investors can  
earn 11% per annum  

paid monthly with security†

Find out if you are qualified
Call Keith at +1.519.885.7098 

or visit
whitecapitalcorp.com/exchange.html

† Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  
White Capital Corporation is a Limited Market Dealer.  
The investment is an interest bearing, mortgage-
backed bond sold by offering memorandum from 
Alberta-based Foundation Capital Corporation. 
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Dybenko may have been in the private
sector for more than three decades, but
she has a lot of affection and affinity for
the academic world. Not only does she
hold the two degrees, she has also done
other post-graduate work (holding a
diploma in Operations Research from the
University of Toronto, and in Executive
Business from Queen’s), she has sat on
the engineering advisory board for West-

ern and the UWO Board of Governors for
eight years, and her parents and siblings
all had full careers as university profes-
sors. “I was the odd one out,” she says. “I
wanted to try something different. But
deep in my heart I have always had a
huge respect, appreciation and love for
all things academic.”

So she has come back... but on her
own terms.

She admits that when the Dean’s posi-
tion became available, she was not opti-
mistic about obtaining the post. But she
was encouraged by friends, and she
“loves the smaller school” at WLU, so she
agreed to be considered for the job.

She still smiles at the surprise that she
was offered the post. But she spent no

time admiring her name on the door –
she plunged into the task, instantly.

Missing one leg of the stool
Dybenko believes this is a crucial time

for business schools in Canada. She
argues that government support is
focused on two areas – science and tech-
nology – but that in doing so, the experts
are missing one key element. “It’s really a
three-legged stool,” she says, “science,
technology, and business skills.”

Engineers, researchers and developers
will create innovations that have no
impact unless they also have understand-
ing or support in areas such as market-
ing, sales, human resources, organiza-
tional design, and so on, she argues.

“I’m of the very strong opinion that you
need this third leg to build science and
technology ideas up into sustainable
enterprises.”

She doesn’t have to look too far to find
her favourite example to illustrate her
argument: “You can see that in Research
in Motion... it took two of them to do
this,” with Mike Lazaridis bringing the
science and tech innovations, and Jim
Basillie majoring in the business areas.

“I am on a mission,” says Dybenko.
“Any time I can get the ear of any politi-
cian, I try to get them to understand that
they are investing in two legs of what
needs to be a three-legged stool.”

And she will, of course, be happy to be
the leading developer of that third leg,
through her Laurier School of Business
and Economics, which she believes is
ideally placed to be the “advocate”... and
beneficiary ... of that reality. “We sit in the
hottest community in Canada... maybe

“It’s all about who makes
it to market. If universities sit

back in their ivory towers,
they’re going to miss out on
a marvellous opportunity.”
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North America,” she says. She argues that
the community – and therefore, her uni-
versity – is highly respected international-
ly, including in the booming economies of
Asia.

Innovation and entrepreneurship MBA
Innovation is already well underway at

Laurier. Dybenko talks with pride about a
new MBA program in “innovation and
entrepreneurial studies” that will be the
first of its kind in Canada. The program
will include a credit course that involves
starting the student’s own business.

This is not a virtual or academic exer-
cise – the innovation and entrepreneurial
MBA students will work “hand in hand”
with professors, developing a business
plan and eventually launching the busi-
ness.

The new MBA program was launched
a year ago; the start-a-business element
comes in the second year, so the first
business plans will be formulated this
fall. When the new MBA started, there
were three students; year two saw 15
enroll.

Overall, the Laurier School of Business
and Economics has 3,500 undergraduate
students, along with “over 1000 students
who walk down the street” – University of
Waterloo students who take cross-over
courses at the Laurier school.

Dybenko’s school is also home to 500
MBA students in full and part-time pro-
grams, and 35 graduate students.

All 5,000-plus students are discovering
a growing emphasis on the entrepreneur-
ial disciplines, from organizational
behaviour to marketing. “That’s the over-
arching vision for the school,” says

Dybenko, “innovation and entrepreneur-
ship.”

She respects UW’s level of interaction
with the tech community, the way that
university has spun off dozens of tech
businesses and remains intrinsincally
interwoven with that important sector.

But this is no passive envy – she
intends that Laurier will play a parallel
role in the business community, bringing
business acumen to the same world, side
by side with UW’s tech smarts.

“Involved in everything”
“We want to be even more involved in

everything that’s going on here in terms
of new start-ups and so on,” she says.

And Dybenko believes her school can
be the leading edge for more than entre-
preneurial growth in Waterloo Region. In
fact, her vision in national, and more.

Having been at the centre of telecom-
munications in Canada over the past
decades, she recalls the glory days of that
industry, when the country seemed
poised to lead the world through giants
like Nortel, Newbridge and her own Bell.
She thinks the potential was squandered:
“We could really have owned telecommu-
nications in a real way.”

But squandered, it was. And “ever
since the demise of the telecom sector, I

have wondered, ‘What’s next for Cana-
da?’”

Dybenko believes she has found the
answer to her question... and that she’s
back at the centre. She believes the coun-
try is poised to lead the world “in educa-
tion, itself. Canada has an unbelievably

stellar reputation world-wide,” in the
education sector, and this is an opportu-
nity ripe for the picking.

“For all that we’ve talked about the
knowledge age,” she says, “I believe it’s
now starting to take root.”

Her enthusiasm hits new heights: “The
whole education marketplace is on the
brink” of incredible growth. “The infor-
mation age has unleashed a massive
desire to learn.”

Dybenko points to Australia as a coun-
try seizing the opportunity. “Education is
their second-highest export,” she says, as
Australia offers on-line educational
opportunities and, more surprisingly,
exported programs through Australian
educational institutions built in other
countries... including an Australian teach-
ers’ college located in Toronto!

Hunger for learning
That’s an example Dybenko thinks

Laurier – and Canada at large – should
follow. She talks of the growing “hunger”

The innovation and entrepreneurial MBA students will work
“hand in hand” with professors, developing a business plan and

eventually launching the business.

MOVER & SHAKER
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for learning, and the attractiveness of
“interactive programming,” the type
being launched through her school.

One of her favourite interactive learn-
ing tools is Twitter. She’s an advocate for

judicious use of the medium, checking
regularly for the latest from David Suzuki
and Richard Florida. She admits to
changing texts for a speech moments
before her introduction because, while
waiting off stage, she received some new
information about an item she was plan-
ning to refer to in her talk.

On the other hand, don’t slot Dybenko
as a crackberry addict; when she is in
individual conversation or part of a group
at a social gathering, the Blackberry stays
out of sight.

Not surprisingly, this slim, attractive
woman who loves to be part of the latest
and most interesting, believes her new
job places her right where she wants to
be. “I believe that the education sector –
learning – is going to become more and
more part of our lives.”

That presents enormous opportunity
and enormous challenge to educational
institutions: “It’s all about who makes it
to market. If universities sit back in their
ivory towers, they’re going to miss out on
a marvellous opportunity” to bring their
product – education – to “a hungry popu-
lace, through technological means.”

Dybenko even sees the current eco-
nomic downturn – which she predicts will
last longer than some expect, probably
until the fourth quarter of 2011 – as offer-
ing an upside. “On the positive side,” she
says, “this will be the true turning point
in the knowledge economy. If you’re not
part of the knowledge economy at this
stage, you’re simply not going to sur-
vive.”

She’s determined that, on her watch,
the Laurier School of Business and Eco-
nomics is going accomplish much more
than survival – she’s ready to lead her
school in leading the world.

MOVER & SHAKER

Government support is
focused on two areas – science
and technology – but in doing
so, the experts are missing one

key element. “It’s really a
three-legged stool: science,

technology, and business skills.”
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Cambridge Towel President Hugh Thompson
is also comfortable with canvas

PAUL KNOWLES

They say you can count yourself a lucky person if you enjoy your job. If that’s the case,
Hugh Thompson is doubly or triply fortunate.
And he’d probably agree with that assessment. Thompson is President of and partner

in Cambridge Towel, the largest company in North America producing those kinds of
goods domestically. His firm is the number one supplier to Walmart, Sears and the four
Bay company banners in Canada, among many other customers.

But almost every day, he slips away from his desk at Cambridge Towel to spend an
hour or more in his art studio. On weekends, the whole day. Because Hugh Thompson
is also a professional artist, a painter specializing in landscapes whose paintings are
sold in galleries in Ontario, and in his native Ireland.

He says his two occupations take up all of his time; then he admits this is clearly not
true. He has recently begun to teach, part-time, at the University of Waterloo School of
Architecture in Cambridge, where his classes focus on the relationship between art and
architecture, something he’s passionate about.

He’s also involved in Cambridge’s “rare” – the unique, 913-acre research reserve
along the Grand and Speed Rivers. He says he was lured into helping with fundraising
for rare by his friends Keith Ainsworth, former CEO of COM Dev, and Cambridge entre-
preneur John K. Bell of Onbelay Investment Corporation.

Artist and corporate president: while these two occupations may seem worlds apart,
Thompson found his way into both of these passionate interests through the same
doorway – his love and talent for design. He was a professional designer in his native
Ireland, where he was born in County Armagh. He founded a business which he moved
to Canada in 1987, and which still exists as the Thompson Centre for Art and Design, a
sideline business through which Thompson continues to provide consulting and design.

“CREATIVE
OPPORTUNIST”

FEATURE STORY
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“I try to spend an hour or two a day.
And if I have a day to paint, I’ll paint all day...

12 hours. I normally do, on the weekend.”
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“Boundless energy and enthusiasm”
In short, he’s a bit of a Renaissance

man. He shares his bright and spacious
art studio with another Cambridge-based
entrepreneur and artist, John K. Bell.
Asked by Exchange for his comments
about his friend and artistic mentor, Bell
offered some personal insights: “Passion-
ate, extraordinarily talented – with
boundless energy and enthusiasm for all
he tackles, business, art or teaching. He
gets up earlier and goes to bed later than
the rest of us – and packs so much in –
but never too busy for late afternoon
Champagne.

“Never short of an opinion, continually
making his friends, City Hall, Queen’s
Park and the PMO accountable for all
they do.

“My favourite times with Hughie have
been racing down lush green country
lanes in Ireland or golden hilltops in Tus-
cany pursuing yet another stone cottage,
barn or castle backed by foggy blue hills
in the soft evening light for another water-
colour, sketching or photo opportunity.

“He attacks his business ferocious
energy – but looks most complete and

happy when standing in front of his big
easel mixing French ultramarine and
ochre to brush on the perfect green of
laid in front of towering clouds.”

To complete the quick opening sketch
of Hugh Thompson, in years gone by, he
also operated a working art gallery in
Cambridge, a business whose real focus
was to promote local, professional artists.
In addition to introducing a lot of fine

artists to the community, this has pro-
duced an unexpected benefit which
unfolded more recently.

Thompson and his wife, Deidre, pur-
chased at least one painting from every
artist whose work was exhibited at the
gallery. In recent months, they have
donated many paintings from that collec-
tion to the Cambridge and North Dum-
fries Community Foundation.
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Thompson heads Cambridge Towel, a unique Canadian company
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“There are a lot of
creative people, but they

can’t execute.” It’s key to be
able to “recognize opportunity,

understand it, and be able
to do something with it.”
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Foundation Executive Director Jane
Neath told Exchange, “Gifts of art are a
unique way to build a legacy. Hugh and
Deidre Thompson recently donated a fas-
cinating collection consisting of 18 origi-
nal watercolours, oils and pastels from a
variety of Canadian artists to the Cam-
bridge and North Dumfries Community
Foundation. Prior to receiving the gift of
art, the artwork was appraised or evalu-
ated to determine its market value.

“As a result of the endowed gift, Hugh
and Deidre have developed an endowed
fund that will provide scholarships for
students from the University of Water-
loo’s School of Architecture to be able to
enhance their architectural studies in art
and design.

“The Community Foundation will sell
the individual paintings for the appraised
value in the months ahead.”

Canadian marketplace
So with art and creativity abounding,

does Thompson’s role at a towel manu-
facturing company ever seem boring, in
comparison? Not the way he tells it. He
relishes the challenge of running what
the company’s website describes as “the
largest manufacturer of terry products in
Canada.”

Thompson is one of three partners, but
he says, “I’m the hands-on guy.” Senior
partner is Fred Litwin; Daniel Tamkin is
also a partner.

Hugh Thompson first connected with
Cambridge Towel is 1983, as a consultant
in research and development, marketing
and design. He continued in that role for
about six years, and then joined as part-
ner and President. He had previously
headed a $100 million division of Domin-
ion Textiles (which he built from $0, ten
years before).

With almost all towel products and
related items made offshore and import-
ed into Canada, Cambridge Towel may
appear to be a relic of the past, but that’s
far from reality. It’s a thriving company,
with about 200 employees in a 200,000
square foot facility in Cambridge (as well
as a distribution centre in Hamilton of
about the same size).

Thompson is proud that in the ever-
changing world economy, “we are doing
well in the marketplace.” He doesn’t take

that for granted, spending much of his
time working to “initiate and create prod-
ucts that make us unique and valuable in
the Canadian marketplace.”

This country is their key market –
about 75% of their product is sold within
Canada’s borders. Another 25% goes to
the US, and while Thompson sees poten-
tial for growth south of the border, he
expects that to come incrementally, not
in one dramatic marketing coup.

Hands-on benefits
Thompson argues that his customers

discover huge benefits from dealing with
a Canadian manufacturing company. He
stresses his company’s quality, design,
and attention to detail, and also notes the

value of immediacy – “I’m the President. I
could be in the store or office of the cus-
tomer tomorrow, if we had issues.”

He’s clearly proud of Cambridge Towel,
which he describes as “not large, not
small”... but “the last person standing” in
North America. He’s also aware of the
company’s historic significance in Cam-
bridge, a city that once was home to
many textile mills and manufacturing
companies.

He is confident that the last local com-
pany standing will continue to stand tall
for a long time to come.

To do that, says Thompson, you have
to jettison the mundane. “I’m a bit of a
creative opportunist,” he says, always on
the lookout for something new for his
business. He stresses both parts of his
self-description, noting that “there are a
lot of creative people, but they can’t exe-
cute.” It’s key to be able to “recognize
opportunity, understand it, and be able to
do something with it.”

He’s doing something right; his cus-
tomer list is a who’s-who of Canadian
retailing, a highly competitive field, but
“we’ve never lost a customer,” he says.

And he understands the retail environ-
ment, praising his customers, including
the sometimes maligned Walmart chain.
“Walmart?” he laughs. “They love us and
we love them.”

Private brands
Some of Cambridge’s Towel’s products

are easy to spot – about 40% of their out-
put is sold under the “Cambridge” label.
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Almost every day, he slips away from his desk
at Cambridge Towel to spend an hour or more in

his art studio.
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“The Cambridge name,” he says, “is the
single most recognized brand in Canada.”

But the other 60% is produced as pri-
vate brands for customers ranging from
retails like Walmart and Sears to hotel
chains including Fairmont Hotels, Delta
and Hilton Hotels.

Thompson is always planning and
executing. His current mission is to raise
the quality level – and price point – of the
product. “The last while, I’ve been spend-
ing time improving the overall quality
level... and being successful.”

He says there is a key to planning for
success – it is asking, “What are we not
doing?”

Too often, companies focus on what
they do well, he says, and miss opportu-
nities because they fail to wonder what
they are not doing. Therein lies a wealth
of potential, argues Thompson.

Thompson is always on the look-out
for potential. Part of his plan to “improve
our mix and our opportunities,” is an
effort “to strategically import.” That does-
n’t mean that Cambridge Towel is moving
away from domestic manufacturing; it
does mean that this is one answer to
Thompson’s query: “What are we not
doing?”

At the same time, he seems emerging
advantages for Canadian-produced
goods. One important consideration is
the environment; he notes that most cus-
tomers instinctively understand that buy-
ing Canadian-made goods “is greener
than buying it from China.”

A man of two countries
Thompson left his native Ireland at age

25, coming to Canada as a logical choice,
he says. “I looked around the world and I
chose Canada because I figured it was a
pretty good country.” This nation won out
over his short list which included Ger-
many, France, Italy and others.

That doesn’t mean he has left Ireland
behind. He returns to the emerald isle

three or four times a year to paint, and
for art exhibitions.

A tour of his recent work, scattered
around his Cambridge studio, reveals two
large bodies of paintings (as well as plen-
ty of other pieces). There are many land-
scapes and cityscapes from Ireland; and
there are a lot of Ontario winter scenes.

His work is sold from the Libby Gallery
in Toronto, and the Oriel Gallery in
Dublin, as well as in several other centres
in Ireland. Here, the work on display is
mostly Canadian; across the Atlantic, it’s
Thompson’s Irish scenes up for sale.

He says he began to paint in water-
colours around age nine, and was paint-
ing “seriously in oils when I was 11.” Peo-
ple often ask him how long it takes to
complete a painting; he replies, “Philo-
sophically, about 50 years.”

Painting the shadows
He says, “I’m an old-fashioned type of

artist. I believe in the fundamentals.”
His work might be described as realis-

tic, but that would be misleading. He
loves to talk in the vocabulary of paint-
ing, and the listener eventually begins to
realize there is an element of minimalism
to his work. The scenes are all there,
beautifully rendered, but he does so with
a self-limited palette, a keen awareness
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FEATURE STORY

Thompson, in front of the Summer 2009 Beach series

“He attacks his business ferocious energy – but looks most
complete and happy when standing in front of his big easel mixing
French ultramarine and ochre to brush on the perfect green of laid

in front of towering clouds.”
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of shadow and light, and the desire to
remove anything superfluous from the
painting. “I am constantly trying to elimi-
nate... trying to paint the shadows.”

He prefers to paint on site, but also
works from sketches and photographers.
Just so long as he is painting, and painting
almost every day. “I try to spend an hour
or two a day,” he says, “And if I have a day
to paint, I’ll paint all day... 12 hours. I nor-
mally do, on the weekend.”

He adds, not entirely accurately, “I don’t
do anything else... I do business, and I
paint.” As we have seen, he does a lot
else... but he doesn’t watch television and
he doesn’t like to spend time in meaning-
less activity. (Although, as John Bell allud-
ed to, drinking fine wine and enjoying a
great meal is not considered meaningless.
Neither, according to Thompson, is col-
lecting antiquarian travel books, another
of his passions.) But such a hobby is not in
the same category as painting.

“Painting is a God-given talent,” says
Thompson, “so you don’t waste it.”

And from a less theological perspective,
he insists that to paint well, you have to
paint a lot. “Art is very hands-on. You
have to produce.”

Art and architecture
When Thompson lists artists who have

influenced him, the names are not the
well-known masters one might expect;
instead, he talks about a handful of artists
who were, first of all, designers. That link
between art and more practical design is
very important to this man who practices
both disciplines.

And it is that link that opened a door to
two of his newest adventures – teaching a
course on art and architecture at the
School of Architecture, and donating the
paintings to enable more architectural stu-
dents to study art.

He offers a quick history lesson, sug-
gested that, at one time, art and architec-
ture were inter-related disciplines. Archi-
tects were, in fact, artists. But then came
technological innovation, like CadCam
programs.

Thompson fears that architects have
lost a great deal... and so have their cre-
ations. He’ll preach the need for art in
architecture and other design disciplines
to anyone who will listen... and that
included those in charge of the school of
architecture.

This led to an invitation to teach a
course on the subject. On one hand,
Thompson was too busy. On the other... “I
love trying stuff I haven’t done before...
especially anything art or design related.”

His answer was predictable.
“I’m having a really good time,” he

says, with the 18 students in the first
course. No firm plans are set, but it’s a
good bet that Thompson will continue to
be involved in introducing architects to
the personal creativity of art.

He talks articulating and persuasively
about the need for brush-in-hand, artistic
training for architects. “Fundamental to
turning out an excellent architect is the

ability to transfer an original thought to
the hand, to the page.”

Working only with CadCam systems, he
says, leaves architects and architectural
students slaves to the technology. What-
ever the idea the architect has, if it isn’t
“already pre-programed” into the system,
it cannot come to be. “Everybody,” he
says, “recognizes that.”

He’ll also keep promoting the need to
support art education. He is hoping the

donation he and Deidre made to the Com-
munity Foundation won’t be a one-shot
deal. “What I’m trying to do is to encour-
age people who have collections of to do
the same thing.”

You might argue that the first half of
that sentence applies to a lot of Hugh
Thompson’s activities: encouraging peo-
ple.

He wants to encourage Canadian man-
ufacturers, assuring them there is hope for

home-grown businesses. He wants to
encourage architects to get hands-on in
their understanding of art. He wants to
encourage people to donate money and
time and even art collections for the good
of their community. He wants to encour-
age painters to paint.

And then... he wants to encourage
everyone to leave him alone for a while,
so he can get on with creating his beloved
works of art.

Hugh Thompson, mixing paint at his Cambridge studio.
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“Hugh and Deidre Thompson recently donated a fascinating
collection consisting of 18 original watercolours, oils and pastels
from a variety of Canadian artists to the Cambridge and North

Dumfries Community Foundation.”
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ADDITION BY SUBTRACTION
New GAAP for Private Enterprise

Over the last 18 months, much has been written
about International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS). However, what about the largest entity con-
stituency, estimated to be anywhere from 1.5 to 2.0
million, that compose Canada’s private sector?
IFRS’s contained no solution to address the financial
reporting requirements of this key sector of Cana-
da’s economy. Based on feedback from numerous

surveys conducted at the time the concept of “one
size fits all” was found lacking.

It became clear that a made in Canada solution
was a desired direction. In May 2007, the AcSB dis-

cussion paper identified that many enterprises do
not have any external users of GAAP financial state-
ments. This led to the development of a non-GAAP
solution of simplified accounting standards referred
to as FOME (Framework for Owner-Managed Enter-
prise). These standards, directed at those entities
not having significant external users, were consid-
ered a significant first step in the process. Feedback

to the CICA however indicated that to avoid a multi-
plicity of standards, a GAAP-based solution should
be established based on the principles included in
the FOME.

A clean sheet approach to disclosure was taken to ensure the
new standards would encompass only the elements of disclosure that

users determined to be relevant.

AALLLLAANN  WW..  FFOOEERRSSTTEERR  CCAA is
with the Accounting Faculty
of Wilfrid Laurier University
and was a member of the
Advisory Committee assisting
in the development of stan-
dards for private enterprise
afoerster@wlu.ca

by ALLAN W. FOERSTER
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In May of 2008, an Advisory Commit-
tee was established by the AcSB to
develop a GAAP-based framework of
accounting standards for private enter-
prise. The new standards would be
structured around the existing Hand-
book standards, would be stand-alone
and available for use by all private enti-
ties in Canada. To ensure that the new

standards met the financial reporting
requirements of users of private enter-
prise financial statements, the Advisory
Committee included representation
from credit-granting agencies identified
as the principal users of these state-
ments, as well as representatives from
public accounting firms, academe and
financial statement preparers.
In determining the appropriate start-

ing point, the AcSB considered a num-
ber of alternatives. IFRS and IFRS SME
(Small and Medium-sized Enterprises)
were determined to be less than satis-
factory starting points. There was no
timeline associated with IFRS SME (just
released July 2009) and the proposed
standards in their structure when the
AcSB was considering alternatives
were considered an over-simplification,
whereas IFRS presented the exact
opposite challenge to private enterprise
in their complexity and lack of applica-
bility to private enterprise. The Hand-

book with a well established conceptu-
al framework, a time-tested, familiar
structure of accounting standards
would present the least amount of dis-
ruption to stakeholders in this sector.
Unlike many other countries, Canada
had established standards unique to
Private Enterprise through Differential
Reporting. The standards within Differ-
ential Reporting have been preserved

where considered appropriate by the
Committee.
As a first step, the Committee exam-

ined existing standards that presented
limited or no applicability to the Private
Sector. Sections of the Handbook that
dealt with Earnings Per Share, Seg-
mented Information and Interim Finan-
cial Statements were removed in their

entirety. As a general principle, the
Committee also looked at the Emerging
Issue Committee Abstracts that deal
with accounting issues not dealt with
directly in the Handbook have grown
substantially over the years. To ensure
nothing was lost in the transition to Pri-
vate Enterprise GAAP, the abstracts
were reviewed and where applicable,
the concepts have been incorporated in
the new standards with an eye to only
those abstract contents having a direct
relationship to the needs of Private
Enterprise. A second recognition of the

Committee was the substantial growth
in disclosure requirements incorporated
in the existing standards. Rather than
extending these requirements to the
new standards, a clean sheet approach
to disclosure was taken to ensure the
new standards would encompass only
the elements of disclosure that users
determined to be relevant. When con-

sidering changes to the existing stan-
dards, the cost/benefit metric was
always in the forefront.
The work of the Committee has now

been issued by the AcSB in the form of
an Exposure Draft with comments
requested by the end of July 2009. What
should users see in the new Standards?
This article can not address all the
changes; however, in summary, some
of the major changes include:
Financial Instruments: One of the

more controversial areas of GAAP has
received significant attention in the

Accounting standards will not be static and will continue to evolve to meet the changing
requirements of the private enterprise sector.

As a first step, the
Committee examined existing

standards that presented limited
or no applicability to the

Private Sector
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new standards. The proposed standard
measures Financial Instruments at cost
or amortized cost with the exception of
instruments that are actively traded

equity instruments and free standing
derivatives that are not part of a hedg-
ing relationship that will be measured
at fair value. As a result of these
changes, the troublesome Other Com-
prehensive Income treatment for unre-
alized gains and losses on certain
financial instruments has been elimi-
nated. In addition, the requirement to
separate the debt and equity compo-
nent values of a convertible instrument
has been modified to allow for a mini-
mal value to be allocated to the equity
conversion component. Those who
have experience in the application of
the existing standards for these finan-
cial instruments will clearly recognize
the substantial nature of these changes.

Employee Future Benefits: For most
private enterprise, standard defined
benefit pension plans have evolved into

individual pension plans (IPP). Applying
the existing standard for defined benefit
pension plans for IPP was considered
onerous. However, treating these plans
on a cash-basis would result in under-
funded pension liabilities not reflected
on the Balance Sheet. The AcSB has
opted for a scaled back application of
the existing standard using funding val-
uation approach with an actuarial valu-
ation completed at a minimum every
three years.

Hedge Accounting: With the existing
standard in Section 3865 considered
too complex the Board at least recog-
nized that some model of hedge
accounting was necessary for private
enterprises conducting activities in for-
eign markets and mitigating interest
rate exposure through various hedging
opportunities. Through the proposed
Standard, the Board has concluded that
the needs of financial flexibility for pri-
vate enterprise have been met without
the overly complex documentation
requirements of the existing standard.

Impairment: The AcSB rejected the
argument that Goodwill and other
Indefinite-lived Intangible assets should
be subject to amortization because this
does not eliminate the need for impair-
ment testing and amortizing an indefi-
nite-lived asset could lead to understat-
ing income and asset value. To recog-
nize the need to reduce the complexity
associated with the existing two-step
impairment test, the Exposure Draft
proposes to maintain the existing dif-
ferential assessment of impairment on
an “events and circumstances” basis
with a measurement of carrying value

against fair value and any excess be
determined to be impairment of good-
will or the related asset being tested.

Stock-based Compensation: One of
the more hotly debated issues at the
Committee level with many advocating
a disclosure only or intrinsic value
approach (writer bias noted) and the
user group demonstrating little interest
in the compensation charge measured
to the Statement of Income under the
existing standard, the Board has con-
cluded that stock-based compensation
does represent a cost requiring meas-
urement. To provide relief in the calcu-
lation of the charge, the Board has
opted for a methodology that potential-
ly reduces the cost for the entity by
using an appropriate sector index as a
proxy for volatility.

Disclosures: As indicated earlier, dis-
closure requirement have been reduced
by approximately 50% in the opinion of
Peter Martin, Principal with the AcSB.

However, two elements of disclosure
recommended by the new standards

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

What will happen in
the future? Accounting

standards will not be static and
will continue to evolve to

meet the changing requirements
of the private enterprise

sector.

The Board has concluded
that the needs of financial

flexibility for private enterprise
have been met without the

overly complex documentation
requirements.
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are likely to be lightning rods of dis-
sent. This has become apparent
through Roundtable Forums conducted
by the AcSB. These include the require-
ment to disclose compensation of key
management personnel and certain
government remittances that are in
arrears at the Balance Sheet date.

What will happen in the future?
Accounting standards will not be static
and will continue to evolve to meet the
changing requirements of the private

enterprise sector. The Board has indi-
cated that by monitoring changes in
IFRS and IFRS SME will over time if
appropriate find their way into GAAP
for Private Enterprise. Narrowing the
gap in GAAP between IFRS and GAAP
for Private Enterprise will assist in min-
imizing confusion in the marketplace.
The AcSB has however committed that

these new standards are not a bridge to
adopting IFRS or IFRS SME as soon as
publicly accountable entities have tran-
sitioned to IFRS. The Board has com-
mitted to a minimum period of five
years to allow private enterprise and
their advisors to fully transition to the
new standards.

Feedback on the standards proposed
was still being received at the time of
writing this article. However, responses
at various roundtable discussions spon-

sored by the Ontario Institute of Char-
tered Accountants likely captured some
of the concerns that letters to the AcSB
will l ikely convey. Those concerns
included the new disclosure require-
ments and a desire to have the option
to expand the use of fair value for cer-
tain financial instruments. The AcSB
has committed that the final standards

will be ready for entities to use for their
December 31, 2009 financial reports.

The private sector in now has a deci-
sion to make. The option of using IFRS
is still available for private entities not
required to adopt the new standards
however, that does not include IFRS for
SME’s. Each company will have to
assess not only their current financial
reporting requirements and the likeli-
hood of those requirements changing in
the near future (i.e. companies consid-

ering a public offering or seeking acqui-
sition by a publicly accountable entity
may consider IFRS adoption). Canada
will possess a made in Canada solution
to meet the financial reporting require-
ments of Private Enterprise. These
world class standards are already being
examined and emulated by standard
setters on a global basis.

Canada will possess a made in Canada solution to meet the financial reporting
requirements of Private Enterprise. These world class standards are already being examined

and emulated by standard setters on a global basis.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
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TAX MATTERS

NEW RULES FOR CROSS-BORDER
FINANCIAL REPORTING
US foreign bank account reporting rules for Canadians

NOREEN MARCHAND, is Partner,
Southwestern Ontario Region
Cross Border Tax Services,
KPMG LLP,Waterloo; email -
nmarchand@kpmg.ca. The
views and opinions ex-
pressed herein are those of
the author and do not neces-
sarily represent the views and
opinions of KPMG LLP.

by NOREEN MARCHAND For many years, the US Internal Revenue Service hashad rules that require US persons to annually dis-
close to the US Treasury Department information on all
non-US financial accounts. US persons included (1) cit-
izens and residents of the US, (2) US partnerships, (3)
US corporations, and (4) US estates and trusts.
In October 2008, these rules were expanded and, as

a result, Canadian individuals and businesses may now

be subject to these filing requirements if they are doing
business in the US. This article will discuss the US for-
eign bank account reporting (FBAR) rules and filing
requirements, the potential penalties for failure to
comply, as well as the current state of application to
Canadian individuals and businesses.

FBAR rules
Under the FBAR rules, any US person owning or

having signing authority over non-US bank or other
financial accounts with an aggregate balance in excess
of US$10,000 at any point in the calendar year is

required to complete and file annually a Form TD F 90-
22.1 “Report of Foreign Bank and Financial Accounts”
with the Treasury Department on or before June 30 of
the succeeding year. The due date for 2008 calendar
year reports was June 30, 2009.
These reports are not income tax generating reports;

rather, they are informational returns. US persons with
non-US bank or other financial accounts are required

to disclose details about each account, including the
name of the financial institution at which the account is
held, the financial account number, and the highest
balance in the account during the report year (disclosed
in US dollars). Both sole ownership and joint accounts
are required to be reported, and individuals with more
than 25 accounts have simplified procedures.
Accounts to which these rules apply include the fol-

lowing: Bank accounts; Securities accounts; Registered
Retirement Savings Plans; Registered Education Sav-
ings Plans; Tax-Free Savings Accounts; Canadian mutu-
al funds; and GICs.

In October 2008, these rules were expanded and Canadian individuals and businesses
may now be subject to these filing requirements if they are doing business in the US.
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October 2008 revisions to the FBAR rules
In October 2008, Form TD F 90-22.1

was revised with various changes,
including the definition of US person,
expanding the scope of people to whom
these FBAR rules apply. US person is now
defined to include “any person in and

doing business in the US.” As a result, the
following people can now have FBAR
reporting requirements: Canadian indi-
viduals who frequently travel to the US
for business; Canadian corporations,
partnerships, trusts, and estates that fre-
quently conduct business in the US.

The IRS has not issued specific guid-
ance on what “in and doing business in
the US” means, so there is a great deal of
uncertainty as to whom these rules may
now apply. At this point, the only guid-
ance is a press release that states that
persons who “sporadically conduct busi-
ness in the US” are excluded, and specific

exemptions apply for artists, athletes, and
entertainers who occasionally participate
in exhibits, sporting events, or perform-
ances in the US, as well as individuals
who visit the US to manage personal
investments, such as rental property, and
who conduct no other business in the US.

Potential penalties for failure to comply
Civil and criminal penalties, including,

in certain circumstances, a fine of not
more than US$500,000 and imprisonment
of not more than five years, are provided
for failure to file a report or supply infor-
mation, and for filing a false or fraudulent
report.

Given the severity of these penalties, it
is important for Canadians to fully com-
ply with these provisions if they are
caught by the rules.

Filing requirements for 2008 report years
Since the release of the revised Form

TD F 90-22.1, the IRS has received
numerous questions and comments from
the public, including Canadian-based
professional services firms, concerning
the new filing requirements. In response
to the questions and comments, and in a
view to reducing the burden on the public

with respect to FBARs due June 30, 2009,
the IRS issued an announcement indicat-
ing that all persons may rely on the former
definition of “US person” to determine if
they have an obligation to file a FBAR.

The new rules will apply for the 2009
report year and the IRS will issue upcom-
ing guidance.

If you or your business operates south
of the border, and you have non-US
financial accounts, you should contact
your US and Cross-Border Tax adviser to
better understand how the new FBAR
rules can impact you, and what, if any,
FBAR filing requirements will be needed
for 2009 filings.

The following people can now have FBAR reporting requirements: Canadian individuals who
frequently travel to the US for business; Canadian corporations, partnerships, trusts, and estates that

frequently conduct business in the US.

X
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ON ASSIGNMENT

Ministry of Transportation. The MOT wants to
“improve” the highway that runs past – in fact, through
– our community.

It has already been improved, several times – High-
way 7&8 (so nice they named it twice) was moved to
its current location, then upgraded to four lanes, then
“improved” again a couple of years back with changes
to intersections, the addition of some stoplights, and
so on.

The final result is, it works pretty well. People driv-

ing between Stratford and Kitchener arrive at their
destination, but access to our community is unimped-
ed.

Enter the MOT people, with their traffic flow projec-
tions and complete lack of understanding of the real
world. They seem to want to make it tougher to enter
our town, which will inevitably harm local businesses.
When asked in a public meeting which came first, pro-
vision for anticipated traffic flow or the economic

I will be right up front: the issues I am writing about
in this column are important to me; I have been per-
sonally involved in them, and I admit a certain bias in
each case.

So much for full disclosure.
It’s very disturbing that big government has of late

spent billions of dollars to bail out big business –
specifically, some of the automobile giants. But unlike
many critics, I am not objecting philosophically to bail-
outs – I’m not certain if they are appropriate or not.

What worries me is that this gives government – at
several levels, in several countries – a role to play in
running important businesses.

And governments clearly know nothing about good
business practices. To realize this, you need look no
further than some recent government initiatives.

Let me cite a couple of examples:
I live in New Hamburg. This community is currently

embroiled in a battle with officials from the Ontario

GOVERNMENT HAS NO
BUSINESS SENSE
Some personal horror stories of governmental goofs

PAUL KNOWLES is Editor of Ex-
change Magazine for Busi-
ness; his latest book is
called “Escaping Eden”;
paul.knowles@exchangemag
azine.com

by PAUL KNOWLES

When asked in a public meeting which came first, provision for anticipated traffic
flow or the economic health of an entire town, they admitted traffic flow was their concern.

They’d try to lessen the damage on the town, but would not put businesses ahead
of moving cars and trucks.
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health of an entire town, they admitted
traffic flow was their concern. They’d try
to lessen the damage on the town, but
would not put businesses ahead of mov-
ing cars and trucks.

They also freely admitted that such
changes have often caused local busi-
nesses to fail; apparently, this is not their
concern.

So, in this era of recession, you will be
pleased to know that your provincial gov-
ernment is spending millions of dollars to
study options for the highway – options
that nobody around these parts wants,
options that would inevitably cause long-
term economic harm to local taxpayers.

Four community volunteers went to
Toronto to see the Minister of Transporta-
tion, who met us with about 10 well-paid
advisors at his side. I was tempted to pull
out a calculator and figure out how much
that meeting cost the taxpayers of
Ontario.

We told him that, unlike many delega-
tions, we didn’t want his (which is to say,
“our”) money; we just wanted his people
to leave us alone. His advice? Work with-

in the study program – so we continue to
meet with multitudes of highly paid peo-
ple who continue to miss the point, most
of the time.

All of this is funded by your tax dollars,
and mine. Not a hint of business sense
anywhere in the vast posse of people I
have met from the government, the min-
istry, or the consultants.

Our second lesson: the province of
Ontario created an innovative grant pro-
gram called Celebrate Ontario, allegedly
to fund creative cultural endeavours in
the communities of this province. They
held out a promise of something new and
well thought out, and then gutted the
entire program in the middle of the
process, in the end providing money to
existing organizations and ignoring most
that was actually new or innovative.

They originally proposed support for
festivals taking place from April through
September; their announcement of fund-
ing was to come in March. Guess what?

They couldn’t meet a deadline if it shared
an elevator with them... the announce-
ment of funding came in May, leaving
April and May applicants hung out to dry.
Great customer relations, this govern-
ment.

Our third lesson: the provincial trans-
portation service, Go Transit, suggested
that they might locate a layover facility,
and eventually a Go station, in Wilmot
township, west of KW. This was met with
great local enthusiasm, by and large,
because a lot of us think green enough to
see the advantages of Go.

The provincial bureaucrats talked to

municipal officials, a public meeting was
set, and the “experts” showed up with
draft plans totally unrelated to anything
they had previously suggested, plans
which showed the layover located right
beside some new homes. This was not
necessary – the property available is vast,
and there were plenty of options.

The homeowners hit their collective
roofs, and took it out on our blind-sided
local politicians, while the Go facilitators
stood off to the side and commented on
the surprising level of hostility and occa-
sional profanity in the room.

Now, it seems, the provincial
poohbahs have acknowledged that the
plans may not have been the best
approach, and are coming back with
options; except they have stirred up so
much animosity that the opponents of Go
may carry the day.

These are the kinds of business-like,
customer-friendly projects carried out by
our provincial government. The feds can
be equally guilty.

So should we be relieved that these
same governments have jumped in to
help business, and to become business
advisors? I think not.

ON ASSIGNMENT

And governments clearly know
nothing about good business

practices.To realize this, you need
look no further than some recent

government initiatives.

In this era of recession,
your provincial government is
spending millions of dollars to

study options that would
inevitably cause long-term
economic harm to local

taxpayers.
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setter Barometer, most private companies are
responding to this uncertain economy by comprehen-
sive, top down cost reduction programs. Unlike other
recessions however, many companies are looking at
these cost cutting programs as long term and perhaps
even permanent. The survey of 240 CEOs of privately
owned companies in the US revealed 41% were pri-
marily focused on cost reduction and cutting pro-
grams, 28% on new revenue generation and 31%

equally split their initiatives between both. My money
is on the 31%.

It is no surprise that most of the effort of cost
reduction (75%) is aimed at discretionary spending
such as travel and entertainment, followed by
streamlining and restructuring operations. Over 50%
of the cost cutting initiatives are focused on reducing
head count and reducing compensation and benefit
costs to the workforce that remains. Perhaps the
strongest indication that business is really focusing
on surviving for today is, 65% of the CEOs stated the
savings achieved are being directed to improve bot-
tom line and build cash reserves to fund operations.

While the pain of this recession continues with job
losses, wage cuts, tight housing markets, wealth and
saving erosion, most economists and others who
should know believe there is a light at the end of the
tunnel. This is good. However they also say the
recovery will be very slow and those of us who work
every day in this sluggish economy can not disagree.
This is bad.

A recent survey in the US conducted by the Nation-

al Association of Business Economics found 93% of
leading forecasters expect the recession to end in the
fourth quarter of 2009. However, the same survey
found that while the end is in sight the contraction in
the United States economy for the next several quar-
ters could achieve a level of 2.8% – resulting in the
worst annual contraction in 50 years. Furthermore
the forecasters were virtually unanimous in their
belief that the recovery will be moderate when com-
pared to historical recoveries.

What are companies doing in these trying times?
According to a first quarter 2009 survey conducted

by PricewaterhouseCoopers’ Private Company Trend-

65% of the CEOs stated the savings achieved are being directed to improve bottom line
and build cash reserves to fund operations.

INITIATIVES

TIPS ON SURVIVING AND
THRIVING
How to profit from our slow economic recovery

Dennis Grimm is a partner
with the Waterloo Office of
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
and can be reached at den-
nis.grimm@ca.pwc.c

by DENNIS GRIMM
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INITIATIVES

Only 32% are using some of the savings
to keep and invest in people talent, 27%
to invest in marketing and unfortunately
only 13% is being directed to research
and development and 7% being invested
in international operations. Scary, when
one considers that we have, and are
likely to continue to have for the fore-

seeable future, a global economy driven
by innovation. However, it is a true tes-
tament that the immediate need is to
survive and then to look longer term.

What should companies do in these
trying times?

After four decades of economic
growth, I find it surprising how quickly
the business community has accepted
managing for long term disgrowth. To
ignore the realities of the current crisis
would be foolhardy and clearly fatal.
However, I would suggest not to look
and prepare for a return to a future of
top and bottom line growth could lead to
short term survival but medium to long
term failure. The ultimate outcome is the
same – failure; it is only the length of the
journey that varies. Over the past 18
months I have spent virtually every day

discussing with clients and business
acquaintances what should be done in
this scary, unchartered new world. What
have emerged are 10 common sense
action steps that will more likely than
not result in not only surviving today but
thriving tomorrow.

1) Act Now
The status quo is clearly not an option;
failure to act means others with different
interests will act for you. Reforecast your
sales projections, margins, bad debt pro-
visions etc., start securing only quality
sales and maintain customer relation-
ships that will be long term. Chasing the
top line must be avoided. Most compa-
nies today have abandoned the annual
budget and forecasting process in favour
of a much more robust quarterly or even
a monthly process.

2) Flexibility
Single minded determination to achieve
annual growth targets works in an
expansionary economy. It does not work
when the economy is in disgrowth
mode. Flexibility and nimbleness are the
order of the day when planning.

3) Cash is King
Forty years of growth have brought us
many measurements of success: return
on investment, net income, unrealized
gains etc. Today and for the seeable
future the winner in the game of busi-
ness is the one with the cash.

4) Communicate, Communicate, Com-
municate
This is no time to surprise your banker.

Same goes for suppliers, customers and
employees. Transparency in plans, one’s
financial position and the ability to be
there tomorrow requires constant face to
face communication and discussion.

5) Get Credit in Place
Credit is tight, get yours now. Don’t wait
to secure credit even if you do not need
it now. It is tough to get credit these
days, impossible when you need it
quickly.

6) Reduce the Spend on Fixed Costs
Current cost cutting programs are obvi-
ously aimed at variable and discretionary
costs. You should be looking also at
fixed costs by turning them into variable
costs so that they can then be addressed
more expeditiously when the need to
reduce then arises.

7) Control Inventory Aggressively
Controlling inventory improves cash
flow, reduces costs and downloads the

The economy will emerge
shortly out of the contraction
tunnel, but outside the tunnel

is a rather steep, long and
winding hill.

Single minded determination
to achieve annual growth targets

works in an expansionary
economy. It does not work when

the economy is in disgrowth
mode. Flexibility and nimbleness

are the order of the day.
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risk to suppliers and their customers.
Inventories are a luxury that cannot now
be afforded.

8) Focus on Strengths
Shore up your strength, eliminate your
weaknesses. In an expansionary econo-
my much effort is spent strengthening
the company by reducing or eliminating
weaknesses. However, as the economy

shrinks it is more important to focus on
your strengths and then trying to exploit
them. Use these strengths to define your
company longer term. In a contracting
economy programs to shore up weak-
nesses should be eliminated.

9) New revenue
Plan for and seek out new revenue
streams and new customers. Your old
customers are buying less and some will
definitely not survive. You will need a
larger and broader customer base to
succeed. Don’t be restricted by tradition-
al markets or industries.

10) Control waste
Waste is a tolerable byproduct of
growth. It is common sense to therefore
assume that waste prevails in your com-
pany. The longer you have been around
the more waste you will have. Reducing
and eliminating waste generates cash.

While it is becoming clearer that the
economy will emerge shortly out of the
contraction tunnel, unfortunately out-
side the tunnel is a rather steep, long
and winding hill. However, common
sense and focused commitment on sur-
viving and thriving will see your compa-
ny on top of the hill once again.

I would suggest not to
look and prepare for a return
to a future of top and bottom
line growth could lead to short
term survival but medium to

long term failure. The ultimate
outcome is the same – failure.

It is only the length of the
journey that varies.

INITIATIVES
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The University of Waterloo has appointed a
senior Ontario academic with experience

overseeing research and international activ-
ities to one of the top positions within the
university. Feridun Hamdullahpur has
been appointed vice-president, academic
and provost.

Hamdullahpur will play a key role in
helping the university achieve the ambitious
objectives outlined in its sixth-decade
strategic plan, Pursuing Global Excel-
lence: Seizing Opportunities for Cana-
da. Covering 2007 to 2017, the plan’s goals
include expanding Waterloo’s global reach
and research as well as improving the expe-
rience of staff, faculty and all students.

“Dr. Hamdullahpur’s experience and skill
set are ideally suited to help us continue the
work spearheaded by his very able prede-
cessor,” said Waterloo president David

Johnston. “In the last 20 years, he has accomplished a great deal in several senior
posts, including terms as vice-president, research and international as well as interim
vice-president, academic and provost at Carleton University. He will bring energy,
vitality and vision to his crucial leadership position.”

Hamdullahpur joins Waterloo at a time when all universities are facing increased
financial pressure. He sees his overall role as helping the university overcome those
pressures without compromising quality, while instituting Pursuing Global Excellence.

“The University of Waterloo offers a global example of excellence in academics,
research, discovery and scholarship,” said Hamdullahpur. “I am honoured to be a part of
the team that will advance Waterloo’s presence and impact, both nationally and inter-
nationally. I look forward to helping provide an environment that promotes the highest
standards of achievement for our students, faculty and staff.”

Hamdullahpur holds bachelor and master of science degrees in mechanical engineer-
ing from the Technical University of Istanbul, and a doctorate in chemical engineer-
ing from the Technical University of Nova Scotia. Between 1993 and 1997, he
served as the associate dean and then dean of graduate studies and research at TUNS.

Hamdullahpur’s first term at Waterloo runs from Sept. 1 of this year to June 30, 2014.
As of Sept. 1, he will also be a tenured faculty member in the department of mechanical
and mechatronics engineering.

He succeeds Amit Chakma, who joined Waterloo as vice-president and provost in
August 2001.

WATERCOOLER

For Leasing Opportunities Call: 519.745.3137 ext. 221 email: leasing@setman.ca

4200 Sq. ft available at 188 Highland Avenue, Kitchener

Office Space for Lease

Leasing Opportunity

High traffic location, up to 12,000 Sq. ft - 445 King
Street West across from UW Health Sciences Campus

New UW Vice President Feridun Hamdullahpur

TOGETHER WITH OTHER LEADING business organiza-
tions, the Canadian Chamber of Com-
merce has compiled a report card for the
government’s implementation of the
Competition Policy Review Panel’s final
recommendations in a letter to Industry
Minister Tony Clement.

A statement from the Chamber says,
“Compete to Win, the report produced by
the Competition Review Panel, con-
tained many positive and concrete rec-
ommendations for the government to act
on to establish a long-term competitive-
ness strategy for Canada. It is paramount
that the government moves more quickly
to adopt and act on the report.”

“As some of Canada’s leading business
groups, we didn’t want the momentum
generated from last year’s report to be
lost,” Canadian Chamber President
and CEO Perrin Beatty said. “We prom-
ised that we would monitor the imple-
mentation of this report and we have sent
a letter to Minister Clement to urge him
to once again review the recommenda-
tions and take action that will benefit
Canadians and the Canadian business
community.”

Added the
Chamber state-
ment: “While
there have been
some positive
developments
over the last
year, much
more work
needs to be done. We have noted that the
government needs to continue to focus
on the Competition Act, the Investment
Canada Act, Sectoral Regimes and the

Perrin Beatty
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overall Competitiveness Agenda to
improve Canada’s economic standing on
the world stage.”

“We cannot let this report sit on a shelf,
it is too critical to Canada being able to
achieve its long-term goals and will help
to solidify our business environment,” said
Beatty. “This will help Canada to continue
to be a destination of choice for business.”

AT THE ANNUAL GENERAL meeting of the Consult-
ing Engineers of Ontario, Angelo J.
Innocente of MTE Consultants Inc.
was elected to the organization’s board of
directors.

As the vice-president of business devel-
opment for MTE, Innocente is actively
involved in the consulting engineering

industry as well as with various communi-
ty organizations. In this new role, he will
have the opportunity to represent the
business and professional interests of
consulting engineering businesses across
the province.

“We understand the challenges we face
as an industry, the recognition, the profes-
sionalism and the value-added benefits
our members provide. Our challenge is to
educate our clients and the public we
serve,” Innocente said of the board’s
responsibilities.

Innocente currently holds the position
of Chairman of the Board for MTE. MTE’s
160 employees specialize in civil (land and
site development), municipal, structural
and environmental engineering services,
including hydrogeology and building

health sciences (mould and asbestos
remediation). MTE also has a growing
office in Burlington focused on serving the
Burlington, Hamilton and Halton Regions.

Alanna Grigg from Huron Heights
Secondary School has been crowned the
Champion of the Ontario Secondary
School Business Plan Competition
from Waterloo Region. Alanna’s business
plan for “Samantha Jean Event Planning”,
named for a friend who had passed away,
received a cash prize of $300, an award,
and a trophy for her school. She will go on
to compete in the Western Ontario Com-
petition in November.

First runners–up, each receiving $200,
were Dylan Cleary and Jamie Balsillie
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from Bluevale Collegiate Institute.
Second runner-up, receiving $100, was

Kevin Rea from Huron Heights Second-
ary School. Third runner-up, receiving $
50, was Andrew Clappison fromWood-
land Christian School. The Innovation
award went to Nicole LeClair and
Becky Marshall for their business
“You’re a Doll”, a concept that involved
creating a doll in the image of the owner.
The Ontario Secondary School Busi-

ness Plan Competition, an initiative of the
Government of Ontario, encourages stu-
dents in grades 9 to 12 to create innova-
tive business plans and compete in local
competitions. Fifty-nine plans were sub-
mitted from 10 Waterloo Region schools
as part of their Business and Entrepre-
neurship course.

THE NEW ELEMENTARY TEACHERS’ Federation of
Ontario (ETFO) headquarters for Water-
loo Region recently received its LEED

Gold certification from the Canada
Green Building Council, the first LEED
certified building in Kitchener. The
Waterloo Region ETFO facility, which
includes office, meeting, and training
rooms, is the first branch of this organi-
zation to receive LEED certification.
When constructing this regional office,

supporting Kitchener-Waterloo’s green
building design talent pool was important
to the ETFO. Therefore, the design was by
local architecture firm Robertson Sim-
mons Architects Inc. with LEED and

Energy Efficiency consulting by Kitchen-
er’s Enermodal Engineering.
Demand for irrigation water was elimi-

nated through the use of drought-resist-
ant landscaping species. Low-flow
plumbing fixtures were installed through-
out the facility. An underground cistern
store rainwater collected from the build-
ing roof. This water is used to flush toilets
and urinals. The predicted indoor potable
water use savings for the office are 76%.
The building is designed to use 49%

less energy than a conventional building.
Savings are achieved, in part, through a
ground source heat pump system.
The meeting rooms have demand-con-

trolled ventilation. Conventionally, meet-
ing rooms would be ventilated at a con-
stant rate, with a fixed percentage of out-
door air, based on the assumption that
the room is occupied by the maximum
number of people. This outdoor air is
brought in from a rooftop unit, treated
(cooled in the summer and warmed in
the winter), and delivered to the room
through ceiling vents. This strategy is
inefficient because the space is often not
at maximum occupancy, and thus there is
unnecessary heating or cooling demand.
Demand-controlled ventilation saves
energy because the amount of outdoor
air is based on the amount of fresh air
required actually required as determined
by a sensor that estimates the number of

room occupants based on CO2 level.
When construction began in 2007, the

construction team installed erosion and
sedimentation controls. These controls
included a silt fence to prevent soil from
washing away, a stabilized construction
entrance so construction vehicles would
not accidentally transport soil off the site,
and catch basins wrapped in filter fabric
to minimize the amount of dirt and debris
entering the storm system. To minimize
the burden on municipal storm systems
and filter out phosphorus and other
waterborne contaminants, a dry deten-
tion pond was also created on site to
manage stormwater.
ETFO had trees and other vegetation

planted around the site to prevent ero-
sion. The vegetation selected was native
or adaptive based on the location; for
example, in the stormwater pond, the
ETFO building includes plants that toler-
ate wetter conditions.
During construction, 89% of waste

generated was diverted from the landfill
and reused or recycled.
The design team selected building

materials from local and recycled con-
tent. Local resources included drywall
and concrete, while recycled materials
included steel framing and insulation.
To minimize air pollution released into

the local environment as a result of auto-
mobile commuting, the ETFO included
bike racks and shower facilities in its new
office. Inside, low-emitting adhesives,
sealants, paints, and coatings were used
to maintain air quality for occupants. The
ETFO’s facility includes a green house-
keeping program using all EcoLogo-certi-
fied products.
LEED is the most recognized green

building rating system in North America.
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THE INTACT FOUNDATION, in cooperation with
Erb & Erb Insurance Brokers Limited,
has donated $5,000 to the Kitchener-
Waterloo YMCA. Funds will support the
Y’s major fundraising campaign, Building
a Healthy Community.

“We are pleased to work with our bro-
ker partner, Erb and Erb Insurance Bro-
kers Limited, to support this worthwhile
organization,” said Jacqueline Mazur of
the Intact Foundation. “We are proud of
our company’s community involvement
and the good works that our donations
and sponsorships help to support.”

“We’re grateful for this gift,” said John
Haddock, CEO of the YMCAs of Cam-
bridge & Kitchener- Waterloo. “We’re
also grateful for the important role played
by Erb & Erb Insurance in this gift and
another $5,000 gift made by the Gore
Mutual Insurance Company Founda-
tion. Together, all three companies are
helping us to build a healthier community.”

RESEARCHERS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO are
making Internet access affordable in the
developing world with an innovative
combination of cheap, robust hardware
and free, open-source software.

Building on ideas initially developed
for inter-planetary communication, their
‘Vlink’ software permits reliable e-mail
exchange over unreliable communication
links. Where no communication links
exist, VLink allows messages to be
exchanged using USB memory sticks
physically carried between desktop PCs.
VLink can also transfer urgent e-mail
using cellphone text messages.

Using VLink, governments and non-
governmental organizations can dissemi-
nate agricultural, educational and finan-

cial data to rural residents. By providing
access to this data from a rural PC and
the ability to consult an expert over e-
mail, VLink allows farmers, teachers and
nurses in rural areas to get targeted
expert help when they need it. Moreover,
by moving large amounts of data to and
from rural areas, business process out-
sourcers can use VLink to provide data
entry jobs for rural youth, reducing over-
crowding in cities.

“Unlike other approaches to rural
Internet access, the VLink system is high-
ly-reliable because it expects disconnec-
tions and gracefully deals with them,”
explains Srinivasan Keshav, a professor
with Waterloo’s school of computer sci-
ence, who guided the development of the
VLink system. “VLink is inexpensive and
easy to deploy, requiring only two Win-
dows XP Pro PCs and a single USB mem-
ory stick to get started.” The team is cur-
rently testing the system at two locations
in India.

VLink breaks new ground in using a
USB memory stick to store encrypted
‘frozen packets.’ USB memory sticks con-
tain no moving parts, and are small,
lightweight and removable, making them
ideally suited to conditions in developing
countries. E-mail and data generated at a
rural desktop are stored on a USB memo-
ry stick which can then be carried or
mailed to a location that has Internet
access. Here, the packets are ‘thawed’
and uploaded to the Internet.

The same USB memory stick also car-
ries e-mail and data back to rural users.
This eliminates the need for an end-to-
end link, reducing costs. Data stored on a
USB memory stick is encrypted, making it
suitable for medical or financial informa-
tion. Where communication links, such
as dial-up lines, already exist, VLink soft-
ware adds reliability, allowing rural PCs
to deal with link failures. Moreover,
VLink allows e-mail and short, urgent
data to be sent using cellphone text mes-
saging, which is widely available in the
developing world.

The researchers released the beta ver-
sion of their software in June 2009 for
testing by interested parties. This version
of their software includes an e-mail appli-
cation that allows rural users to exchange
e-mail and attachments with other users
anywhere in the world.

THE CO-OPERATORS HAVE NAMED 93 charitable
organizations across Canada that will
benefit from a total of $237,000 as part of
this year’s Directed Donations program.

Through the program, staff members,
directors and delegates choose charitable
causes to support with corporate funds.

Each staff member had an opportunity
to direct $75 of corporate money toward
the organization of their choice from
among a list of charitable organizations
suggested by employees. In all, 2,961
staff directed a total of $222,075 to 81
organizations, which represented 82% of
all Co-operators employees. Members of
the board of directors and delegates of
member-owners also participated in the
program, investing a further $15,375 in
93 charities across the country.

“The Directed Donations program
engages our staff directly in the dona-
tions process by enabling them to invest
corporate money in very worthy local
organizations,” said CEO Kathy
Bardswick. “By choosing to take the
time first to suggest an organization to
support, and then actually make that
donation, nearly 3,000 of our staff are
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supporting organizations they believe in,
which offer life-altering programs and
services.”
According to Food Banks Canada,

the number of Canadians seeking food
from food banks has risen by about 20%
each month. To help meet this growing
demand, 13 food banks across Canada
received more than $16,000 in donations
directed by Co-operators staff, directors
and member-delegates.
The funding was provided from The

Co-operators Foundation.

DALSA CORPORATION CHAIRMAN and Founder, Dr.
Savvas Chamberlain, has been appoint-
ed as a Member of the Order of
Canada. The announcement, made on
Canada Day, July 1 2009, recognizes his
outstanding achievements as a research
scientist, professor, inventor, and entre-
preneur.
The Order of Canada is this country’s

highest distinction, recognizing a lifetime
of outstanding achievement, dedication
to the community and service to the
nation. It will be presented to Dr. Cham-
berlain at a special investiture to be held
at a later date.
Dr. Chamberlain is active in many

local charities, and has served on many
professional committees. He is a Fellow
of the Canadian Academy of Engi-
neering, the IEEE, and the Engineering
Institute of Canada, a Distinguished
Professor Emeritus at the University of
Waterloo, and the Ontario Premier’s Cat-
alyst Award winner for Lifetime Achieve-
ment in Innovation.

IT ’S A “TRIUMF” for the University of
Guelph. The university has become a full
member of the cross-country university
group that runs the TRIUMF national lab-
oratory for particle and nuclear physics in
Vancouver. Operating the world’s largest
cyclotron, TRIUMF allows scientists to
study everything from health and medi-
cine to materials and fuels to the origins
of the universe.
Guelph will become one of eight full

members in the
TRIUMF collabo-
ration. Since
2003, it has been
one of six asso-
ciate members.
Within TRI-

UMF, U of G
physics profes-
sor Carl Svens-

son leads an international group that has
designed and built a detector called
TIGRESS. The device — funded by the
Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council — acts as a giant
microscope that allows scientists to peer
into atomic nuclei for clues to how stars
form the chemical elements and how
nuclear forces hold the atomic nucleus
together.
Svensson has gained international

renown for his work in subatomic physics
and for his leadership in designing and
building tools needed to probe the inner
workings of atoms. In June, he and
Guelph physicist Paul Garrett received
more than $4.2 million from the Canada
Foundation for Innovation to build a
new detector at the national lab called
GRIFFIN (Gamma-Ray Infrastructure for
Fundamental Investigations of Nuclei).
“This is a tremendously exciting devel-

opment for the University of Guelph,”
Svensson said. “Together with our scien-
tific operation of the TIGRESS facility and
the recent Canada Foundation for Inno-
vation funding announcement for GRIF-
FIN, it could not have come at a better
time.”
Kevin Hall, U of G’s vice-president

(research) said the move to full member-
ship “establishes the fact that the Univer-
sity of Guelph has excellent credentials in
subatomic physics. It also allows us to
pursue bigger opportunities for our physi-
cists and opens up a number of doors for
funding for collaborations and facilities to
strengthen what’s already a strong group
of subatomic physicists.” More than 350
scientists, engineers and staff work at the
TRIUMF site. The lab attracts about 500
researchers each year from Canada and
worldwide, and provides research facili-
ties and opportunities to 150 students
and post-doctoral researchers.
Those researchers study nuclear and

particle physics, molecular and materials
science, and nuclear medicine. Opened in
1969, the laboratory also promotes the
advancement of particle accelerators and
detection technologies, trains researchers
and commercializes research.
“We see TRIUMF as a bridge between

universities and industry, particularly in
areas such as nuclear medicine and
accelerator applications,” said Nigel S.
Lockyer, TRIUMF director. “With Guelph
as part of the leadership team, we can
expect to be more skilled and more effec-
tive at steering basic research to have
great impact for Canada.”

AT THE ANNUAL MEETING of the Canadian Institute
of Actuaries held in Halifax, Robert
Howard was named President for 2009-
2010. Howard, Assistant Vice-President,
Financial Management Actuarial with
Sun Life Financial in Waterloo, has
more than 38 years in the industry and
has been an active volunteer for the CIA.
“Bob is well-known and well-respect-

ed for his passion and knowledge within
the actuarial community,” says Dean
Connor, President, Sun Life Financial
Canada. “This is an important role within
the industry and we are pleased to have
talented employees, like Bob, taking an
active role in industry organizations.”
“As an organization committed to

serving the public through the provision
of actuarial services and advice of the
highest quality, we look forward to Bob
serving as our President,” says Daniel
Lapointe, Executive Director, Canadian
Institute of Actuaries.
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leaders to try new things and take risks.”
Jackson’s firm, Tech Capital Partners,

which he co-founded with Andrew
Abouchar in 2001, raises money for early
stage entrepreneurs. “We’re looking for
the next RIM or Open Text,” Jackson says.
“Our goal is to grow companies.”

Prior to this venture, he was CEO at
PixStream, a technology company that
distributes digital video across broadband
networks.

In the course of his work as well as
through his involvement with Commu-
nitech, Jackson rubs elbows with a lot of
bright young people who are achieving
financial success in their 20’s and 30’s.
“But as a tech community we struggle
with how to find our role in the charitable
sector,” Jackson notes. “Many younger

people have not been brought up with a
charitable ethic. I try to educate them

about our responsibility to our communi-
ty and the need to invest in it through

credible organizations like United Way
and the Kitchener and Waterloo Commu-
nity Foundation. We need to have an
investment strategy for our charitable
giving in the same way we do for our
retirement savings.”

This past spring Jackson was recog-
nized for his many philanthropic achieve-
ments by being awarded the first annual
Barn Raiser Award. Sponsored by the
Waterloo Region Record, this award was
inspired by University of Waterloo Presi-
dent David Johnston’s 10 goals for mak-
ing Waterloo Region the Knowledge Capi-
tal of Canada. It will be awarded annually
“to a person demonstrating our region’s
Mennonite tradition of barn raising
through collaborative leadership.”

Grant endorses Jackson as a most wor-

“Many younger people
have not been brought up with

a charitable ethic. I try to
educate them about our

responsibility to our community
and the need to invest in it

through credible organizations.”

MAKING A DIFFERENCE
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thy recipient. “Tim volunteers more hours
in a week than many people work. He is
a courageous leader who understands
the difference between governance and
management. He works hard to provide

an atmosphere for the management team
at the Centre in the Square to do its best
work. He encourages us to try new things
and is very supportive whether we suc-
ceed or fail.”

Rosemary Smith, CEO of the Kitchener
and Waterloo Community Foundation is
equally effusive in her praise. “Tim Jack-
son, like most of our leaders, is a true
community builder. He is strategic, builds

consensus and is not afraid to get his
hands dirty with hard work. One of the
unique qualities that Tim possesses is his
ability to get beyond silos and ownership
issues. When Tim is at a community table
he is not concerned with credit or glory.
His quest always is get the right things
done on behalf of the community.”

When asked where the motivation for
his charitable activities comes from, Jack-
son simply replies, “It’s the right thing to
do.” He believes that strong economies
grow out of strong communities. He has
made it his mission to enhance our com-
munity by contributing to good gover-
nance and leadership in the non-profit
sector while at the same time teaching
our young entrepreneurs about the
importance of investing their time, talent
and treasure in our community. By prac-
ticing what he preaches he has earned
his recognition as a barn raiser.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE

“In business we know that
innovation often happens
through failure. We must
encourage our non-profit
leaders to try new things

and take risks.”

Tim Jackson encourages boards to try new things and is supportive whether they succeed or fail.

X
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MAKING A DIFFERENCE

by BRIAN HUNSBERGER

time out of the office. One of his passions is to give
back to his community by providing leadership through
serving on the board of directors of non-profit agencies
like the Food Bank of Waterloo Region, the Centre in
the Square, Waterloo Public Library, the Waterloo
Region Children’s Museum, the Kitchener and Water-
loo Community Foundation and the Board of Gover-
nors of the University of Waterloo.

As chairperson of Communitech, an association of
Waterloo Region’s high tech companies, Jackson is
well aware of the need to attract top quality people in a
variety of professions to our region. “I want to help
make our region the best place in the world to raise a
family,” he says. He believes the way to do that is to
build a strong, self-sufficient community with a full
range of services that people need to live balanced and
fulfilled lives.

“I may not have the financial resources of a Jim Bal-
sillie but I have time and talent to contribute to com-
munity leadership. I think I have a certain skill set that
can help the non-profit sector,” he adds.

Jackson emphasizes that outstanding leaders are
not only needed in the business sector but in the not-
for-profit sector as well. He cites examples from organ-
izations where he’s been on the board.

Katherine Schmidt was recruited to head the Food
Bank of Waterloo Region several years ago. She did an
outstanding job and was subsequently hired to head
the provincial organization of food banks. She tutored
Wendi Campbell who stepped into her job locally. Sev-
eral initiatives to recover food bound for the landfill
were started under Schmidt’s leadership. These have
now been rolled out across the province, Jackson
notes.

Current Food Bank Executive Director Wendi Camp-
bell has high praise for Jackson’s leadership. “What Tim
does in our organization is identify the strengths and
leadership capabilities and help them grow. He identi-
fies weaknesses and builds them into strengths to fill
the gaps. He identifies qualities in the community – in
members of the community – that we may not even
have identified ourselves, and puts all the pieces
together to make things happen.”

In the cultural sector Jackson points to Jamie Grant,
General Manager of the Centre in the Square. “Jamie is
a leader among his peers. He has introduced some
innovative programs to get the arts community into
our schools.”

Jackson believes that we need to develop a higher
risk tolerance in our non-profit sector. “We have not

allowed our non-profit leaders to make mistakes. If
they do, they are accused of wasting money. But in
business we know that innovation often happens
through failure. We must encourage our non-profit

continued on page 44

Tim Jackson is a man on a mission. He believes that a
vibrant arts community, diverse cultural activities

and high-quality social services significantly enhance

the quality of life in our region. “Strong communities
look after themselves,” Jackson says.

The energetic 41-year-old Chartered Accountant
and co-founder of Tech Capital Partners spends a lot of

SCHOOLING THE TECH
SECTOR IN BARN RAISING
Tim Jackson donates countless hours “to help make our region the
best place in the world to raise a family”

When asked where the motivation for his charitable activities comes from,
Jackson simply replies, “It’s the right thing to do.” He believes that strong economies

grow out of strong communities
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